(^ Sued on Grounds
of Sex Discrimination

Minorities Proposal
in Gestation

—Benjamin Ford
Last March 24th an incredible amount of energy
and concern was harnessed by an all-campus meeting
- Hal Boddcff
to discuss the future of minority studen ts at Colby.
7
Students , facult y, and administrators packed Lovej oy
Thc fjrst part of this suit is a test case. The reason
A suit filed Friday in the U.S. District Court in
215 to examine the causes of the stead y decrease iri Black
the EEOC chose; Colby is because , according to President
Portland has charged Colby College with "intentionall y
students over the last five'year s and the quality of cultural
Strider , "a member of the faculty entered the complaint
engaging " in discritnihatory practices based on sex. The
life for minority students at Colby. After serious and
suit , filed on behalf of the Equal Employment Opportu nity against us, and that gave thc EEOC a foot in the door " .
constructive deliberation the meeting split into four
The suit is actually accusing the insurance industry
(EEOC) also charged Colby with depriving "female and
subcommittees in order to study the probl em in detail.
of discrimination based on the princi ple behind the actuamale emp loyees . . . of equal employment opportu niti es
After
extensive research and discussion , each committee
rial
tables.
According
to
Yvonne
Knight
director
of
Col,
and other economic benefits. "
/
formulated proposals , and returned to the main committee
Also implicated as in the suit were the Teachers Inby's Affirmative Action Program , this suit will "dra w out
On April 18, 1975 the Committee on the Future of
the insurance industry 's big guns." She added that should
surance arid Annuity Association (TlAA) and the Cqllege;
Minority Students and Spanish Sumamed Students
the EEOC win this suit , the whole insurance concept will
Retirement Equities Fund (CREF ). The reasons behind
at Colby College submitted its proposals to the Student
the suit are twofold.
have to be altered. As it is now there are many discriminaAffairs Committee of the Board of Trustees. Since then ,
. One — the EEOC has broug ht suit against Colbv con- tory practices not only in life insurance but also in autom o
Colby
benefits.
cerning life insurance and pension fund
little has been heard about the issue. Student interest ,
bile and oth er areas. Professor Kni ght feels that the govern
CREF
plans
and
and
the
b
oth
f
IAA
alth
ough not dead , waned to an extent over the summer ,
ment passed the standards of the EEOC with the idea that
subscribes to both the
are national agencies. It is not Colby-College's practices
and
now those who worked so hard last spring can only
" the insurance industry be excluded ."
in this aspect which are in question , but rather the basic
hope that something comes of the proposals soon.
; Two — this part of the lawsuit accuses Colby directWhen asked about the progress of the Board on
princi p le of insurance and pension payments and benefits.
ly of discrimination against women "in terms and condiThere is conflict within the government itself. The
the
proposals
, Gloria Payne , moderator of the original
tions of employment and other economic benefits. " This
said
Department of Labor 's policy on pension fund operations
meeting,
"Basicall y, nothing has happened. " The
,
part involves the college alone .
¦'.. The statement of the Affirmative Action Program
is that the monthly contributions of men and women must
Student Affairs received the proposals , but apparentl y
did not formally discuss them . Instead , it formed an Ad-Hoc
be equal , but that monthl y payments , once the person has
reads , "It is the p olicy of Colby College to employ, retain ,
retire d, do not have to be equal for persons with similar ,
committee to condu ct a thoroug h examination of the minorcompensate , and promote solely on the basis of merit and
status. Women receive smaller monthl y paym ents.
fitness without regard to race , color , sex, reli gion, or ethities situation. It will also examinc the recommend ations ,
The EEOC' s policy states that both contributions
submitted by thc Equal Opportunity Committee of the Board
nic origin. There shall be no discrimination because of
and payments must be equal for men and women. President age; except in com plian ce with age requ irem ents of the
of Trustees in 1970. Among these was a recommendation
For d has established a comm ittee to determ ine a singular
to build a "viable" Black community within the college,
College 's retirement plans and policies or state and federal
policy. That committee is scheduled to report its findings
and President Strider said at that time that "the minimum
laws and regulations. "
by the middle of October , 1975.
size is probably in the neighborhood of 50." Last year
This program was initiated in Septemb er , 1974, in
President Strider , when asked to comment on the m
there were 28 Black students on campus , a decrease
and
recruitment
pat
staffing
disparate
"remedy
any
order to
rrutter ^thoug ht it odd that the EEOC should enter this
from 36 in 1971.
terns and prevent any intentional or systematic discriminasuit before the government has outlined its policy thoThe Ad-Hoc committee will meet for the first time
"
tion
against
em
ployees
or
applicants
for
employment.
¦
'
]
'
'
'
'
'
'
:
,
y
A
'
roug hly. . • . .
'y . '
on October 24th , according to Mr. Maramarco , Adminis. - :y
President Strider is - 'convinced that Colby s.record
:.' . ¦, 7' Life insuranc e pay ments are based pn the actuariial ,
is
good
on
the
whole
"the
subject"
and
college
is
not
trative
Assistant to the President , and will have as its mem
ths^t
l<^^ ;-|^;;sp ^^n
tibie ^hjici] ^
guilty pi ^siarMnati pn , -Irn isiwillj'' he contin ued, "give
bers Sigrid Tompkins , chairperson ; Ann Shostak , Robert
smaller than ;
dolmen. Men ra
Colby an unfo_iuhate Jfo otndte in the history oi American
Anthony, Ken Johnson , and David O'Brien , trustees; Glothose paid io worn
education. " ^ S^dftr idded: ^t ' this^case could go as far
ria Payne , David Christie ,.ahd Al Wilson, students ; and
reement here.
-s thes S-mreme - Cotirti ' '. ' ' " ' ' ^' ' ' .' . ^ ; . -APr ofessors Btraricaccio and JFPrier. The full Board of Trustees also meets on the 24th at 10 am, and the full board
cannot act on the 1975 proposals until they have been
submitte d by the Studen t Affairs Committee with its
recommendations. The next full board meetin g is scheduled for the 24th of January, so apparently no action
-David Harris
^
can possibly be taken before then.
The heating in the ROTC room was only recently fixed and
Eight student organizations are being moved out of
The issue is not dead , however long it may take to
the office has yet to get a telephone, something which should
Runnals . Union , five of them permanently, to fafeed
the
proposals throug h the proper channels. Mr.
cilitate the Union 's conversion into a campus theater. Most have been provided at the beginning of the year and is essen- Maramarco
thoug ht that , "Some big things will be coming
of the grou ps are satisfied with the arrangements made and tial. One issue, m oreov er , deserves special attention . The
out
of
this
,
perha ps not sweeping changes , but significant
two student representatives to the Board of Truste es will be
are acceptin g the inconveniences with the resigned sigh of
"
Nothin
g can happen , thoug h, until the board acts.
nes.
holding office hours in the Stu-A office and therefore need oWhen
good intentions , though there
rath er serious
¦' are' some
asked
if
, in view of the 1975 proposals , the Admissions
a locked desk or cabinet to store Boar d of Trustee papers.
complaints and problems ; . . . '
Committee
had
initiated any chan ges on its own, Curtis
This has not yet been provided and may not be provided
Probably the most vehementl y dissatisfied group is
Sears of the Admission s department said that it could not and
for reasons as yet unclear.
tlie Student Association, if the reaction of George Apter ,
would hot , because "it is hot the Admissions Committee 's
Public Inform ation Chairperson , is any indication. Stu-A
Unlike Stu-A, the ECHO is not disturbed by having
job
to define what Colbyshouldbe. "
is not reall y disturbed by their new space in the old ROTC
to move during the school year. They are ,h owever , disconGloria Payne , who led the efforts to raise the issue
tent ed with their proposed new location at the Field House
room in Roberts , about which Bobby Anderson quips,
to
student
attention and formulate the proposals , was
"The students have finally taken it over! " Rather , th ey
in one of the classrooms near the basketball courts. There
disap pointed in the delay caused by due process , especially
are anno yed at the process by which they were moved
continued on pg. 15
continued on pe. 15
and some of the difficulties they are encount ering during
settlement.
"We wanted to move last spring , when the theat er
decision was made , but were unable to do so" , Geor ge explains. "Then we wished to move at the start of this year
so as not to interrupt operations during the school year. "
They ended up m oving on a rainy Saturday m orning with
help from Coffeehouse personnel. "This was caused by
p oor pl a nning ," he contends. "Th ey knew we would have
to move and could have done something earlier. " Exactly
who "they " is George does not know , though apparently
Director ,of Student Activities Sue Benson , Dean of Housing Jani pe Seitzinger , other Deans and Buildings and Grounds
all have been working on the Runnals relocation. However , there is good reason for what George considers "the
poor planni ng which has cost us alot of time."
Firs t of all , Stu-A was not moved last spring for the '
same reasons other organizations were not moved. The actual mechanics of the Runnals conversion had not been finalized , the finding of alternate sites and the selection of a new
Dire ctor of Student Activities all contributed to the delay.
Specific discussions did hot begin until this summer , at
"whic h time the organization heads were contacted. It was
also decided this summer that students would take responsibility for their own movemen ts since they would have e<iuipment and personal items to move which they might
no t want other people to han dle. Buildings and Grounds ; v
would help whenever needed.' However, B&G couldn 't provide much atriitanc e at the beginning of the year because
they ww trio busy with other chorei. If Stu-A hid waited

Organizations Vacate RunnaIs

they could have had help, as other ormwiwrions hive moved
or will b« moving without Wo much difificulty in transport.
H owever, Stu-A lodgesa few mowierionscornpliints.

Student Bicent ennial
¦v;7 " Grants • ¦ V ; ;: : ;

On Choosing New D ekii

.'• ' :. '
— Bob Weinstein
First the bad news. If you're hot sick of red, white,
and blue buses, clothing, decals, sij^s, food and drink yet,
^
you will be soon., And if you think that on July
4, i?76, y
the bicentennial celebration will reach its peak and quietly
disappear with Rhett Butler into the fog, then also remember Scarlet O'Hara's famou s last words, "Tomorrow is another day." For the bicentennial it is not just tomorrow
^ arid
which is another day of celebration
rexnerhbrance of
our heritage. The bicentennial is with us until at least 1987
(if we last that long) when our country celebrates the bicentennial of George Washington's first election.
If the thought of all this celebration is too much for
you, then you might consider early hibernation. One thing
is for sure. You better not try to drown your sorrows with
a pitcher of beer at your favorite piib next July 4th. If the^_
Chez can offer green beer for St; Patrick's Day, there is
no telling what's to come.
Now the.good-news. Colby has its own Bicentennial
Commission which will be overseeing some events which
should be oif interest to everyone here, the two foremost
of these are ah architectural exhibit run through the Art
Gallery, and a major symposium on edu cation in May being coordinated with Waterville townspeople.
But the good news doesn't end there. Included in
the budget is $1,000 for use by Colby students to help
fund independent and group projects related to the bioen- :
tennial. These projects , which can be either during January
or second semester, are not limited to historical topics.
They ' can include projects dealing with. American music, art,
culture, science, geology, and so forth. Nor are the projects limited to academic projects in the sense of those which
are for credit. If you would like to p ursue an interest in
your.spare time, and it happens to be American experience
oriented, and you need money to help you with it, then ;
the Bicentennial people just might be able to help you out.
How does it work? When you have formulated your
plans, then write out a proposal thoroughly describing
your project , and include your planned budget. If you
have a faculty sponsor for your project, then have him /her
sign your proposal which should then be addressed to "Student Bicentennial Giants, Eustis Building" or brought to
Earl Smith on 3rd floor Eustis.
The preliminary deadline for submitting proposals
is November 3rd, and the first grants willbe distributed
shortly thereafter.
The grants might bfc used to buy books' and other resources necessary for study, to pay for oral histories, production costs, travel, etc. It is expected that the proj ects
will have some impact on' campus whether it be by perfbr-. . . • '
mance or lecture or by making available to others the re- ¦
sources you've used or the results of your research.
Because funds are limited, grants will generally not
exceed $50 - $75.00. If there is a great demand for grants^
more money may possibly be found. If you jj eed a grant of
considerably more than $75.00, you should consider applying
for money through Dean Jenson's office.
Earl Smith. Connie Crosby, Nancy Bengis, and Bob
Weinstein make up the committee distributing the money.
For further information , contact us. Earl is in Eustis 303B,
ext.281 ; Connie in Averill 318B,ext. 535;Nancy at 57
Silver St., (call any time),873-5037; and Bob is 203 Rob,
bins, ext. 544.

of Bill Wyman could prove a valuable tool toward achieving
Come this January, Dean Wyman will resign from
aa/
such
a relationship.
of
Thacher
School
headmaster
duties
of
Colby to assume the
If, for one, President Strider and the Administration
in California, leaving Dean Gillespie as sole coordinator in the
have indeed taken no initiative in searching for a qualified
office of the Dean of Students. Wyman's decision was finalized before the close of the summer. Beginning next June, candidate , they are taking the matter much too lightly.
Gillespie is scheduled to resume his office in the Psychology The practice of choosing a Dean of Students at the last
departm ent in Lovejoy, abandoning the Eustis office to two moment possible undermines the effectiveness, reputation,
and quality of the Office itself. The significance of this ,
empty desks. Despite this prospect, the administration is
office, and the Colby student body, deserve better.
presently taking no steps to locate another qualified canIf, on the other hand, steps are being taken toward
didate to fill this important post. Or so they say.
the
recruitment
of a new dean, Strider has not let anyone,
This raises two distinct possibilities, both equally unincluding Dean Gillespie, know- Since students have to
desirable. Bill Wyman has, in general, filled admirably a post I deal
witn tne office oh a daily basis, they arc entitled to a .
which can be extremely difficult and sensitive. But shortvoice
in the selection of the person with whom they will •
comings throughout the past have pointed to the genuine
have
to
deal. Most departments boast a student committee <|
necessity of acquiring a Dean of Students who is trained '
which
helps
interview and weed out perspective new proand qualified for the job in all ways. Hence the requirement
fessors.
The
import of the Dean of Students office demands
for a thorough and thoughtful search for such a. person,
at
least
similar
treatment. It would be a severe injustice
either within or without the Colby community.
student
body
the
to be presented with a "fait accompli"
for
Furthermore, the obvious importance of the Office
January
in
of the Dean of Students should be clear to the AdministraThe Student Association is organizing another com
tion and students alike/ The Office is responsible for hanmittee to "look into the matter," but this alone is not ade- •
dling the day to day problems of Colby students, and it
quate. A sincere inquiry for a professional and fully capais imperative that thc Office personnel maintain a good
ble
Dean of Students, who will be responsible to the stuworking relationship with their clients, namely the students. dents as well as to Eustis, is a matter which the entire Colby
Therefore, student input into the choosing of the successor
community should pursue r- and soon.

FORUM : January Program
.
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Counterpoint

Point

One of thc commonest things heard on campus.this
Ideally, the Jan Plan presents limitless opportunities
week, either in actuality or in essencejwas "Oh, sure, Jan
for students to explore and examine in depth topics of
Plan's a great idea, but it is such a farce." Supporting this
particular interest. Ideally, it is the m otivation of the stu- "
statement are comments like "Yeah, I had a friend who
dent that insures the succeiss of the Plan.
took Calligraphy one year and she did her entire work in
Ideals, unfortunately, are not good enough. Reality
five hours, just before the deadline," and Jan Plan:'*28 days
has
demonstrated
that most students are not seriously moof skiing and 2 days of cramming." Students complain that
tivated to take full opportunity of the Jan Plan concept.
thc system isn't rigid enough, thc group programs aren't
interesting, credit should be given, and professors arc too
The problem lies within the individual student 's attitudes.
lax.
But how does one go about changing attitudes? How can
I can't help wondering how seriously these students
the student be motivated to make sufficient use of
the¦jan
.•- • ¦ .- . - .¦•• ., - .
take their education, and more irriportantly, if they acknow- Plan opportunity?
ledge that learning is their goal, how they expect to obtain
Jan Plan should be offered for academic credit. Grait. Colby presents its conception of Jan Plan quite clearly
was responsible for com in its bulletin, stating that "the basic differen ce (between Jan ded or non-graded, if . each student
'
number
of credits, a .chang
a
Plan
for
a
specified
pleting
Jan
Plan and the regular semester) lies in the fact that here is
in
attitudes
would
be
automatic.
an uninterrupted time when each student is engaged in a
The number of credits would be determined by the
study of his own, on his own , (italics mine)r Clearly the restudent
and his or her faculty advisor. (A minimum of two
sponsibility rests wholly on the student. It is this concept
credit
hours,
and four hours maximum would be viable.)
that is the basic foundation of education , especially the liberal arts education , that a student takes up a subject beEach student would still be responsible for com pleting one
cause he desires to learn that subject and he studies to
Jan Plan for each first semester in residence.
satisfy that desire , not because his teacher tells him to.
Students arc now able 'tq take any number of credit
You learn something gradually, not through cramming,
hours without paying an additional fee. The credited Jan
ask any baby Psych student.
Plan would be possible, then , at no extra cost.
I will concede that not everyone is so highly motiThe advantages of such an alternative are obvious.For
vated. Colby concedes this, too, in the catalogue - "Free
a student could pursue an ordinary course load
example,
from the conflicting demands of the usual schedule , he may
pursue his thoughts and research single-mindedly, or at least each semester, take jan-Plans for four credits, and graduate
withaminimum of interference " (italics mine). The implication, one semester ahead of schedule. Students would be able .
however, is that no one is going to push you along; if you're to relieve themselves, if they so chose, of one course either
not mbtivatedjit's your problem. At thc college level;!
first or second semester, and still keep the number of yeardon't think students should expect to be spoon fed.
ly credit hours at an average,of thirty.
Professors give warning enough in their Jan-Plan descriptions,
The only forseeable problem is how many faculty
especially in courses than would seem attractive to those
would have to remain 'on'- during the month. With each
who do not want to work, that work will be expected.
student necessarily taking his or her Jan Plan more serious(Note : Calligraphy stresses weekly assignments and daily
ly, a greater number of faculty would have to remain in
practice.)
As for the students who say that the professors don't residence than with the present 'no—credit' system.
Ski days would be drastically cut. All cam pus partake Jan Plan seriously enough, and therefore encourage
ties
would
return to their regular semester level. Lpyejoy .
laziness, I can't help but wonder if those students think
and
Miller
Library
lights and h eating would be used more
that not cracking the whip is equal to not being serious.
and the college's utilities bill would increase. John's Spa
If you're teaching a course and your students don 't care
about learning it, you don 't have the responsibility to do
would enjoy an increase in business.
their caring for them. For the most part, professors view
This is the only viable solution to the problem of the
Jan Plan as a time for them to teach something that they
unmotivated Jan Plan. It is unfortunate that students have
are especially interested in. (For example Professor Abbiati
not used the Jan Plan in the spirit for which it was designed.
and his course "The Psychology bf Suicide"). This leads
to enthusiasm, not laxness. If there is no group program that
interests the student , then it is his responsibility to create
an individual program. I think ideally that Jan Plan should
be individual projects.
For many students Jan Plan is an excellent oppor- '
tunity to explore and test an interest. It is time to be used.
To those students who complain about the Jan Plan setup, I suggest you start looking at your own motivation. I
can't help but agree with Bob Weinstein , who wrote in a
letter to Freshmen Advisors: "If January has become a
farce to many of us , it is our own fault.1*
j&HHftft^^
Dr. an d Mrs. Strider will be at their home •
I
8 this coming Sunday evening, October 12, and would
enjoy visiting with students who might like to
drop in. About 7130, very informal.
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SECURITY PATROL
for Safety

—Michael Fanger
Security patrols campus buildings hourly because of insurance and fire regulations, according
to Security chief Stanley Crowell.
Officers "are not there to harass anybody,
although it might seem like that," Mr. Crowell said.
Guards record their presence with a tim e-clock
they carry. A machin e found in all campus basements punches a number on a paper disc within
the time-clock. The disc contains time gradients
and serves as a record of buildings patrolled.
During a-recent interview, Assistant Dean of
Students Dean Gillespie said, "a major role of
security is the safety and continued existence of
college property. " Mr. Crowell and Dean Gillespie said people were the first responsibility of
Security. The six-man Security force is organized into three shifts ; 7:00 am to 3 :00 pm; 3:00
pm to 11:00 pm and 11-.00 pm to 7:00 am. Mr.
Crowell works during the day, two men work until
11:00 and 3 until dawn.
Dean Gillespie said the Security guards are
like "watchmen in a factory. " They protect the residents and buildings from "intruders" (Crowell)
or "hoodlums" (Gillespie), possible vandalism and
Colby students share their home with a herd of Albion cows (Ed Harvey)
theft. . Guards check all floors of buildings. Security;has responsibility for parking at Colby. The
men save spaces for registered cars and attempt
to get all cars registered. Security patrols the bird
sanctuary and reports on amounts of , litter.
—Barbie McCarty
When theft occurs on campus Security starts
aration,
cleaning,
paying
prep
the
responsibilities
of
food
an
investigation.
When asked how Security investiThe purpose of this article is to.in vestigate the phe- .
litter
Crowell
fuel
shortages,
kitty
broken
toilets,
b
ills,
rent/phone
gates^..
.
said* ,CI can't tell you that." He
nomenon of off-campus life at Colby. This year approxi'
boxes , garbage collection, and other assorted duties of daily
did say. inquiries are made to discover whether
mately one tenth of the Colby population has chosen to
i .
living.
items, are on or off campus. Crowell added he has
live away from school. It is difficult to assess the relative
le
are
dissatisfied
with
Colby
One
reason
some
peop
''friends on campus'' whom he calls. He emphalifestyles of this group as a whole, because each individual
dorm
life.
A
private
of
housing
is
the
hustle
and
bustle
sized the "friends" are students. Students will call
household handles the responsibility differently. However,
interests,,
here
to
pursue
one's
home
offers
a
tranquil
atmosp
or
go to B & G giving information about an inin comparison with the standards of dormitory life, it may
or
other
hobbies.
Another
partying,
sleeping,
be
it
studying,
cident.
Mr. Crowell said, "These kids are not
be possible to arrive at some general conclusions as. to the
strict
.
The
preference
freedom
of
dietary
the
advantage
is
finks
or
rats." He added any honest person should
costs,,the problems and the joys of off-campus life in relado
prescribed
diet,
as
well
as
the
hours
of
Seilerian
dining,
ive
information
if he or she knows anything.
g
tion to those of the dorm.
,
you
can
eat
when
kitchen
private
not
accomodate
all.
In
a
A
color
TV
was stolen recently. Mr. Crowell
The Dean of Housing determines the number of offand what you like.
said inquiries and a pre-announced search concampus places .by an .educated guess as how many stuvinced him an intruder had stolen thc TV. Water, ', Economically, it is extremely difficult to estimate the
dents will return.to fill.the dorms, This year, exactly- 150 .
ville police were notified. Police are notified of in'
.ac¦
vary
enorm
living.
Lifestyles
costsjof
pffrcampus
ousiy
were^ermit^
people
. .. .
it is
truder thefts. Police might be notified for a camgenerally according to diet and housing." However^
This islthe first year.that parental agreemen t-is not .
pus incident , although Crowell could not cite an
knowledged that off-campus U^^
mandatory for this permission.. . r
example. Mr. Crowell said he felt, "Students will
Those students who choose to live off are committed cheaper than dormitory Hvirig. In rough approximations,
"
jump all over that."
1have calculated an average of costs in comparison with
to the decision. They cannot participate in Spring room
A systematic search for stolen material is
the room arid board/at Colby.
draw, and if they do change their minds,-must wait for a
pre-announced, according to Mr. Crowell. AnnounceA Colby student pays $50 a month rent on any room
leftover room in September.
t
- a quad in Johnson or a single in Mary Low. Most off-campus ments by dorm staff and bulletin boards are made
At the moment, 108 males and 42 females live off.
people spend about $70 dollars a month for rent, utilities
several days in advance. This procedure was folThe group is primarily composed of juniors and seniors,
and services. (This figure is based on rents being somelowed earlier this year during the unsuccessful search
although a very few sophomores and freshmen room away
where between $150—$225 a month, divided three ways.)
for the TV. Mr. Crowell said he thought two days
from Colb y, too. This year 106 students live in the downConsidering you pay for a kitchen, bath, living room and
is enough time to remove illicit material. He said,
town Waterville area, while 44 people-have opted for the
bedrooms, the value is in favor of offrcampus.
"It's almost as if we don 't want to find anything."
country. Some students live, alone in small apartments or
Secondly, a gross over-statement of food costs is
Regarding theft, Dean Gillesp ie said, "Secusingle rooms. The majority of households consist of 2-4
food
and
co-op
(based
about
$60
a
month
on
$20
worth
of
rity really has to see somebody do it." He said
people sharing an apartment or house and expenses. There
items,)
$10
a
week
in
grocery
This
is
ah
extravagant
there is little Security can do regarding an invesare a few places with five or more people living together,
steak
and
other
assorted
figure,
including
boo
ze,
goo
^
tigation. "Thc ideal situation is for these things
where the home has a group orientation in terms of reis
$405
a
semester
or
about
school
a
week
dies.
Board
at
$25
not to occur", Gillespie said. He added , "It is an
sponsibilities and cost.
(excluding
vacations).
like
a
king,
the
offEven
eating
agony to see these things happen."
Finding a good place to live is o .ten a question of
campus student could not spend more than $300 a semescontinued on pg. 11
being in "the right place at the right time." Traditionally ,
food,
rathe
cost
could
be
ter
on
careful
budgeting
jsyith
there are a few houses in town that are Colby inhabited.
dically reduced. Transportation costs, again, figure into
Lawrence St., Winter St., Redington St., Howard St., The
the total, but that depends on where one lives and how
Ritz , and Pleasant Plaice are as much a part of Colby living
one travels. (Colby corner is free!).
as Dana or Johnson. Every year,, however, people ransack
One of the disadvantages to living off . is the possibility
the Sen tinel and realtors for new places to room. Landof isolation from the Colby community. This year off camlords are wary .of student tenants, and prices are rising as
Waterville booms and Scott Paper people make housing
pus people are actively involved in campus affairs such as
tight. Some Colby students are turning to Winslow, Fgir- .
Stu-A, the Coffeehouse, the ECHO, Film Direction, and
field , and Oakland for new places to live. For those who
theatre. Once more, it is a matter of individual motivation
do not mind traveling, some beautiful farms and/or cabins
and taste.
are available in Albion , Norridgewock , China, an d East
Spencer Aitel is currently working on a new offBenton.
campus center in Coburn basement. The old lockers from
Dean Seitzinger has suggested that the off-campus
Runnals will be available for storage of books, sporting
people organize: a system of evaluation and referral of curequipment, and lunches. A bulletin board will be posted
rent housing for future tenants. Every household could
for rides, roommates, Co-op orders and messages. No
file their vital information (rents, utilities, attitude of landlord longer will these students be the neglected minority of
f urnishings , accessibility to school/etc.) in the Dean's ofthe past years I
.
fice. This process would greatly relieve some of the headDean Seitzinger foresees a few places available in
aches of househunting.
the off-campus .quota this February. If you would like to
f
*«*---fi$
'fin 'i y* iW ^^ ^**1
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The rationale behind a move off campus may be prac- move off , leave your name (without commitment) in
ti cal , psychological, econ omic, impulsive, or crazy. The
her office now.
reasons are as varied as the individuals who do it, Yet all
Colby commu ters accept.a certain "real world" responsibility in moving off .As a studen t, one's primary comm itment is school - that means getting to classes on time,
stud ying (effectively and completing assignments regardless
f
¦•j ¦ ¦
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chores ana
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Suss Criticizes Col by Theatre
- Peter Knowlton
Some English students would sooner change their
major rather than encounter Professor Irving Suss in a
classroom. Others consider him to be one of the most
dynamic professors on campus; "Crackerjack" , a term
used by students meaning all around teaching excellence
Professor Suss*was appointed to a position on thc
Colby faculty in 1957, and was director of the dramatics program for seventeen years. While on the Theater Committee, which appointed architect Evans Wollcn of Indianapolis to renovate Runnals Union into
a Performing Arts Center, he voiced the strongest opposition. Professor Suss is an actor, director and theater scholar in his own right. He has graciously granted
this interview.
Q, I understand at the time of your appointment
to the Colby faculty , aside from a classroom teaching
position, the administration also appointed you as
head of Powder and Wig.
Prof. Suss. Well, I was appointed originally as
director of dramatics at Colby and that involved
directing plays that were produced by Powder and
Wig. I was relieved of one course for that program.
When the normal teaching load here was a four course
program, I taught three courses. When it was a normal
three courses, I taught two courses each semester in addition
or four p lays each
to directing plays. I directed
¦ either three
"
;
year.
—
Q, Was that part of the reason you came to
Colby, to direct theater?
Prof. Suss. That was the essential reason I came
to Colby, to direct theater. I was aware of course,
that, there were no ph ysical facilities adequate to the •
production of plays here, but the opportunity seemed to
be very engaging.
Q, What were you doing before you came to
Colby?
Prof. Suss. I had taught at Rutgers and at Columbia.
Though I .was teaching courses in drama at Rutgers,
I wasn't involved at all with the production of plays,
except for two extra, extra curricular productions that
I did.
Q, What was it that you expected out of Powder
and Wig when you first came, and wh at was it that
you wanted to accomplish?
Prof. Suss. I felt, and I still do feel that the dramatic
program on a college campus should be integral to
the whole educational process. So, very briefly, my intention was to provide the students of the college with an
opportunity to see productions from the whole repetoire of Western Drama. More specifically , I tried
over the force of each college generation to have a
wide selection from various periods and the locale
as Western Drama. I didn 't succeed absolutely there,
or perhaps not even reasonably , but the intention was
there. What I didn 't do sufficiently was to represent
in the dramatic program the classical drama of Greece
and Rome. While I was on sabbatical , Mr. Witham who
rep laced me during those sabbatical years did do early
drama, Greek drama.
Q, What kind of p lay material did you direct?
Porf. Suss. There was, of course, in the program
an emp hasis on the contemporary theater. This was
the theatre of our own time, and people are responsible
for what occurs in the contemporary world. So,
we did do alot of plays, both commercial plays and
others, somewhat less commercial plays , that came from
contemporary ^p laywrights. We did , for example , Tea
House of the August Moon , and Stalig 17. We also
did plays of Pinter, p lays of Ionesco, plays of lesser
known American dramatists. But in addition to that
emphasis on the contemporary theater, and including
the musical theater, we tried to do what I suppose ' • < •
might be called the classic musical plays, like K iss
Me Kate, and South Pacific from the Modern American
theater. In addition to that, we did p lays from the
17th centu ry ; some Shakespeare, not enough possibly[
because Shakespeare is the greatest playwright. We did
plays from the 18th century, the Restoration Period, ,
We dipped into the Romantic Drama of the 19th
Century. So that , as I said, the intent was variety. We had
the important modern , as distinguished from contemporary, playwrfghters, like Shaw , Ibsen , and Chekkov.
We tried to also reflect some of the contemporary
tendencies in our plays. We tried to produce a play-Turner's
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—Suki Scott
On Monday night a group of students (& some faculty)
gathered in the chapel lounge .for the second Zazen meeting.- i
in a style that stemmed out of Artaud and Jerry Growtow- Zazen is a Japanese term meaning meditation. It involves strict
discipline of the mind and body and can lead to relaxation, conski. It was done in a kind of snake pit with much of
the impact of die play derived from the p hysical movetrol over one's energies and eventually "satori" — enlightehmcn
ment from the chore ography. We attempte d to create 7
The meeting started promptly with Professor Thorwaldso
a program that would reflect the totality of theater
guiding the group through the stages of the meditation. The
practice in terms of production and variety in terms
¦
position
of the body is simple but difficult to m aintain for the
of scripts.
_
inexperienced.
The idea is to sit up tall with the back straight
problems
in
trying
encounter
any
Q, Did you
and
the
legs
crossed
in the I_oms position or some less painful ¦•"'
program?
Dramatics
to further the
Prof. Suss. I kept pressing all the time that I
variation. The hands are clasped in the lap : the right
was here for a theater that would be worthy not only
hand (wisdom) holding the left (power). This keeps your enof the college, but that would help fulfill the educational
ergies flowing throughout your body rather than escaping.
intention of a dramatics program here. Shortly after
You sit with your eyes open , in silence without movement.
I came, an old barn-like building on campus was
The position of the mind is more difficult to explain.
converted for theatrical uses. We used that building
Thc
goal
is to get to a deeper level of consciousness than the
very heavily. It was essentailly a long room which had
one
under
which you usually operate. In order to begin to ..
temporary platforms for seating. We could accomodate , by
Thor
suggested that we concentrate on out-breaget there,
squeezinga little, about 120 people for productions
thing, counting every inhalation and exhalation as one, up
in the round. It had flexibility. It was essentially for
to ten and then over again from one. This gets you "out of
the use of the dramatics program here. It worked for
s_veral years until it bu rned down. Then we were left
the head" and into the neck, chest or diaphragm.
with a large gym. •
continued on next page
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NEW FACULTY

Q, A lot of people are curious, myself being one,
on the reasons behind the forfeiting of you r position with
Powder and Wig.
. Prof. Suss. There was,an administration disagreement. I felt that a dramati c program that essentially
took place in an inadequate facility ought not to.
be granted academic credit. My feeling is that academic
credit ought to be granted for a formalized course, of
which a dramatic production might serve as a laboratory . When an administrative decisio n was reached,
contrary to that position of mine, I felt I could no
longer continue as director of the dramatics program,
Q, What are your feelings on the renovation of
Runnals Union into a Perfo rming Arts Center?
Prof. Suss. I think that plan is inadequate for
the purposes and programs of educational theater. ,
The plan seems to me to inhibit the possibility of
theater that requires a prosceniu m production with
more than one set. There is no wing space. There
is no fly space. Essentially that facility will be limited to
a'kind of open stage production. There are some who
feel that open staging is the way of the future when
actually that isn't so. Open staging has been a part
of the theatrical scene for at least forty years, in modern
tim es. It was, of course, the essential configuration for
Shakespearian times. A college theater ought to be
prepared to do plays of Ibsen in the style for which
they were designed. They ought to be prepared to do
plays of Noel Coward and Oscar Wilde in the styles
in which thos e plays were designed and performed,
I don't believe that the theater plan in Runnals Union
has the capability for that kind of production. It seems
to m e, consequently, it will be a serious waste of
college funs to invest in a facility that is so lim ited,
<X What would you like to see happen with the
theater here at Colby? Do you feel it is.in a satisfactory
state as educational theater or do you feel it h as

,
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continual on pg. 15
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N.A. Keyes Jr
Mr. David Firmage, Assistant Professor of the
BiologyT>ept. received his B;S. and M.S. from Brigham
Young University and his PfrDvij i Ecology Systematics v .
from thc University of M ontana in 1973.
He has done research in the use of chemical variations in classifying mint plants. He has studied the effects of fire inecosystcms and has assisted in a study of
the Grizzly Bear population in Yellowstone Park. At
the University of Montana he taught plant systematics
and computer science as well as being an assistant in
Biology, Ecology, and Plant Physiology. While employed at Colby, Mr. Firmage will be flying back to
the University of Montana to conduct a two-day course
in computer science and systcrnatics. Mr. Firmage assisted John Craighead of the Department of Interior in
the Yellowstone study. His role was in projecting data
throug h computers to determine the futu re of thc grizzly population. The bears, apparently due to their consumption of refuse , have become too dependant on people. So when sent back to the wilds they are helpless
victims for sportsmen. Yellowstone's newly established
rubbish dumps have deprived bears of their habitual
feeding grounds. The study continued for nine years
until the park ordered it stopped. Having con ducted ''
its own study during the course of a summer the part "
concluded the bear population was not in danger.
Mr. Firmage says he loves Colby, both his department and his students. The small school approach
allows for an ideal student-teacher relationshi p. Raised in
the east, Mr. Firmage is happy to be back in New England

CLYDE and ANNE ARNOLD - Jr.
Welcome Colby Parents
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TMAUGMENTS LIFE

' . continued from pg. 4.

—Robert Nicoll
Everyone had put a pillow (to help keep the back
Transcendental
Meditation
is
probably
The key to reaping substantial benefits from
not what you
straight and for comfort) to mark his or her "place" in a cirthink
it
is.
In
fact,
whenever
I
give
a
lecture
about
the
techTM
in
the above sentence is regular practice. As
cle around the rose chapel. Before we started we bowed to
nique
I
discover
new
m
isconceptions,
I
mentioned
the technique is easy to learn, and efforteither
about
TM
our "place" and then sat facing the wall and began counting \ itself , or about the principal exponent of TM in the West:
less in employment. As such, all of you that are looking
to ourselves. There was incense burning. After twenty min- Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. The words Transcendental Medifor a special challenge to your assimilative powers
utes we rose (at the signal of a chime), walked around the, ¦£
taion must, for some of you, conjure up the image of a
will find TM a ridiculously easy conquest. After learning
room in silence and then sat for another 20 minutes.
to meditate, one practices TM twice a day for fifteen
recluse in a cave far back in the Himalayan mountains
Afterwards Thor asked the group what they had experienced spinning a prayer wheel. For others, the understanding comes to twenty m inutes each time. What happens after,
as a vision of the spider-like posturings of aged, emaciated
or for that matter, during medication. Well , you'll
There was general agreement that sitting tor 40 m inutes
men in loincloths. Others might hold the idea that to
not experience anything as a flashing neon sign
without moving was intensely painful; backs slump, shoulexplaining to you that you've just passed go and will
ders cramp, noses itch and legs go to sleep. Besides the phys- practice Transcendental Meditaion also requires the pracfind $200 in your mailbox tomorrow, but several things
tice
of
a
particular
diet,
or
the
study
of
Eastern
religions,
'
Either
breathing.
ical discomfort it was hard to count your
the
knowledge
of greater consequence do occur.
of
Yoga
philosophy.
If
some
of
these
ideas
you forget to start over at 10 or you stop counting alare
your
mnemonic
response
to
the
m
ention
of
TM,
th
e
n
In 1964 the first research project exploring the
together because your mind gets on to other things.
you
should
continue
to
read
this
article.
nature
and extent of changes wrought b y TM was
Thor assured us that-the counting could be mastered
TM is not a technique that involves a reclusive way
instituted at the Thorndike Memorial Laboratory in Boston,
with practice but that the mind would be apt to wander
of life. Our goaLis not to develop the ability to withstand
part
of the Harvard Medical unit. The experiments
even while a steady counting was going on. He told us not
solitary confinement so there is no need to spend long
were designed by Dr. Herbert Benson and Robert
to fight against that but to keep up the counting while lethours in a closet far from the noise of everyday living. TM
Keith Wallace. The results were published in the
ting the mind run off where it would.
is designed for people who lead an active life , and because
February 1972 issue of Scientific American. At the
of this, it is possible to meditate anywhere ; for example,
The pain would also be dispelled through practice
conclusion of this study, Wallace and Benson found
o:_
a
moving
bus,
in
an
automobile
(in
the
passenger
seat),
that
during meditatipn cardiac output decreased
and discipline. Th^back would stay straight more readily
in an airport, or in a quiet room. The only requirement
approximately
30%; that blood lactate concentration,
if the pillow were adjusted. The shoulder cramps would
" when we sit it is not in tlie
is
a
place
in
which
to
sit.
And
commonly
associated with high blood pressure and
be relieved at a later meeting if "you raised your clasped hands familiar lotus posture, but in any comfortable position.
anxiety neurosis, drops rapidly ; and that skin resistance
as a signal to the "teacher" who would then hit you brisklv Likewise, there is no necessary diet, and no previous eduincreases significandy indicating deep relaxation and
on the back with a stick meant for just this purpose. It does cational requirement in philosophy or religion because TM
reduction of anxiety. The metabolic rate, an indication
is not a philosophy, not a religion, and also not a way of
not hurt . If you bounce slightly in a crouching position
of bodily activity, drops about 16% within the first
before you get up your legs will wake up enough so that you life.
three to five minutes of meditation. This must be the
TM augments life. TM gains its efficacy by providing
can walk.
most dramatic change. In comparison, during sleep
a
deep
rest that automatically results in the reduction of
In time, the Zazen position is actually relaxing. Phythe metabolic rate drops only 8%, and this takes as much
as seven hours to happen. These results, along with
sical and mental relaxation, Thor said , is the principle benefits fatigue and tension. From this, whatever activities we then
choose to do, they are begun from that level of increased
brain wave research and various performance tests,
for students as well as pride in self-discipline. The concenvitality.
A
student
,
a
doctor,
a
businessman,
a
housewife,
indicate
that a meditator gains a profound state
as
it
devctration also prevents "dissipation of energies"
and an artist could all practice transcenden tal meditation
of
rest,
and
, as a consequence, finds release from both ,
lopes a control over them and consequently leads to greaand they would all practice the technique in the same m an- physical fati gue and psychological tensions.
ter pro ductivity. No one at this prim ary.stage can expect
ner. I should mention that the practice is a simple oneI' m sure everyone has noticed that fatigue is '
to achieve "satori". This not only takes years of practice
readily explainable- but I shall not write about it now.
thc direct result of hard work, not thc result of a tiny
I would rather explain the mechanics of this meditation
but requires, ideally, a monastery-type setting where the
wood nymph sprinkling fairy dust on us causing us
in a later article. Some things to which I would like
whole community is centered around Zazen. Next Monto fall fast asleep. If the w ork is more demanding, then
the fati gue is that much greater. Several days of
day night at 9:30 there will be a m ovie shown in the Chapel to refer, though, are the benefits of regular practice
of
TM,
and
the
present
scientific
researches
into
the
unmitigated labor ; long days with little sleep at night
after the meditation about such a community to further expsycho-biological changes that occur during the techseem
to produce a feeling of imbalance even in the strong
of
Zazen.
lain
the
pnriciples
p
nique.
est indivudu als. Somehow this unbalanced state should
be alleviated, but how might this be down without sacrificing many of the activities that we enjoy ? We could feel
more rested by doing less, but who wants to cut back
In the historical view of our contemporary society,
increasingly we perceive the polarity between art and science, on life itself. The description of a not uncommon
the zcro .'and the one. Yet, there are unique individuals who experience might provide an enlightening illustration
in thc course of their lives, straddle the interface, and
of nature *s very mechanical, very mundane way
find themselves existing between the zero and the one. That 's of relieving fatigue. Think of the morning
<_QNr__MPOI _ARY__ ^^
Bern Porter, an enigma combining war years unknowingly
after a good night's sleep. Even though the previous
—Nathan B. Winstanley III
,
coinciding
with
years
dedicated
to
the
Manhattan
project
day
was very demanding, the intense fatigue of the
"Obsolescence revolts me. The alleged modern is a
with
the
avant
garde
of
close
association
and
friendships
previous
evening is only a faint smudge on the memory.
repetition of the ancient decorated in chrome, styled with
his
many
professional
roles
literary
movement.
Among
Where
did
the bodily tiredness go? While you slept,
air-flow and color engineered to abomination. Traditionauthor
Bern
Porter
has
been
a
research
physicist,
editor,
the
body's
metabolic rate dropped gradually to its
bound, without sense or reason and always beyond complete (of both novels and mathematical textbooks), poet, and
lowest, least active point. During the period of lessened
control..."
activity the myriad functions of the body begin to
publisher — and yet this is only the surface .. .
I' veL eft , Bern Porter
is
watching,
syneliminate
What
Bern
Porter
has
been
doing
accumulated C02, repair cells, etc ; that is, repair
Grey and unshaven, his manner is quiet and selfthe
stresses
and
hypothesizing
on
the
problems
that
plague
thesizing,
caused by yesterday's activity. If these
assured, his conversation intricate, expansive stretching
,
attempting
to
art
and
man
,
cleansing
the
sacred
halls
of
science
and repairing processes are allowed to continue
from the realities of poverty and destitution in Belfast, Me., find the mesh that will elevate man to a unity with his
^
until completion , then we will wake up refreshed.
to theoretical equations hypothesizing the locomotion of
Now, you might well ask what TM has to do
universe. Science is art, a universal theater where all
angels... images. Driving towards Belfast, all that carries
are is science, houses
equations;
with this idea of reduction of stress.
actors
are
mathematical
is images of my first meeting with Bern Porter. There was
TM allows a person to gain a much deeper degree
*50s)
—
and
all
for
Blow.
built
of
air
(built
in
the
late
Joe
something innately romantic about our conversation ; "First
of
rest
than even deep sleep; almost twice as much rest,
is
incomplete
.
.
.
And
still
the
critique
ninety years are the hardest," his eyes were lowered, scratchresulting
in a greater reduction of stress and anxiety.
remarkable
collection
The
Bern
Porter
Library
is
a
ing a good two day old beard . Maybe what impressed me
Would you believe it if I told you that by intensifying
poetry.
Amongst
the
volumes
of
contemporary
fiction
and
was his vision, and dedication to his grass-roots common
to grasp the movement both in contemporary the degree of rest you could feel more vital than
man "Joe Blow". Vision is part of it, but still an incomplete one can begin
you do now? Years ago William Mames suggested that we
Included in his own work is a wealth
fiction
and
th
ought.
picture -, there's a synthesis, and it's got direction and a
use
only a small portion of our full potential ; that we
an
extensive
of
avant
garde
literature
of
the
'30s
and
'40s,
champion - it's all for Joe Blow... Still, I've overlooked
are
not
full y alive. What Maharishi Mahish Yogi is
literature
of
the
as
well
as
more
collection
of
"Beat"
'50s,
something, because I haven't even mentioned art, science,
personasuggesting
contemporary
experimental
literature,
many
with
is that by eliminating chronic fatigue_
and art and scien ce. Closer.
something that plagues almost half of all Americanslized inscriptions from major American literary figures —
lMM-U
A
«
k
>
B
B
A
N
we could begin to use more of our full potential in
Henry Miller , Alan Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlingetti, and
¦_ '
l_
|
many more. And its all tucked in the bowels of the Colby
order to experience life with greater fullness of appreciation.
College Library,a silent tribute to the influence of Bern
Porter. Still, an inadequate portrait...
I'd like to terminate this article be saying
¦
_lS_?^ at -_1^J--t _)
and
I
will
refrain
from
further
discussion,
Therefore,
that
this
brief statement about Transcendental Medi-__ - ¦-_ . - » ¦v'GA"_y_«Hf
--¦--___allow Bern to present himself . All one has to do is wander tation in no way presents a complete picture of the
into the Robinson Room and ask to see the library, (I
benefits, or the actual mechanics of the technique.
hjghiy recommend / 'veLeft , Porter's treatise on the relaThe best way to learn more about TM is to attend
tionships of science, art, and man), or experience
an introductory lecture . These lectures are held throughou t
¦
.
this 'intensely interesting man yourself , come meet and con the year at regular intervals and cover TM more comverse with Bern Porter on Wednesday, October 15 at 3:00
pletely. If some of these ideas about meditation , or
Burger King Road
in the D.U. lounge. The discu ssion will be highly informal some of the results stemming fr om the practice
interest you , then attend a lecture.
and'guided by the interest of those attending.
SU MMER SOFT DRINKS
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Good wholesome American food
at right neighborly prices.

The Sirloin Room available
|
meetings or gro ups at no charge
f
or
A
*
Main
St, Elm Plaza
Waterville ,
$
«•
Rib-eye special every Tuesday
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Tike out service - Open till midnight
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Network
The Student Association is establishing a student communications network. Our p urpose is to bring
the Stu—A,.as well as other organizations and central
figures at Colby, in touch with the sentiment of the
entire student body on specific issues and problem s.
In addition, the network will be a source of informa- >
tion for individual students.
The operation of the network will be based on
students talking to students. It will be structured
like a pyramid m oving from a central group of coordinators, to a second group composed of individuals who will head up dorms, fraterriities, and offcampus areas. . The individual dorms will in turn be
divided in whatever way is most suitable, (e.g. by floors),
with individuals heading the smaller divisions and coordinating with the head of the dorm , fraternity, or
off-campus area. Information, questions, and answers
will m ove either up or down the line, from the central
group to individual students or vice-versa.
We need students who would like to be a part
of this network. Right now we are looking for anyone interested in heading up an entire dorm, fraternity, or off-campus area. If you are interested, give
your name to any of the following people or else leave
it in the Stu—A offfice in Roberts Union. _
People to contact:
J enny Nelson
Phil Lee
Jane Hoffman
Lauretta Daley
Bob Anderson
Hank Bothfeld
George Apter

NEWS BRIEFS

- ART EXHIBITION - "Painted in Boston", a show
of nine contemporary Boston painters at the Jette Art
Gallery in Bixler from October 7 to November 5, 19>75BERN PORTER - Poet, publisher, physicist, author of
mathematical textbooks will be speaking informally with
students on Wednesday, October 15 at 3:00 pm in the
DU lounge. *
-

WEDNESDAY NITE ALTERNATIVE
Sue Benson is interested in organizing entertainment
in the dorms for the later hours of Wednesday evenings
as a kind of mid-week break; Anyone who might want to
p lay art instrument or has some other 'suggestions for relaxing entertajnmeint, please call ext. 295.
Choral Jan-Plan
A choral Jan-Plan in American Music is now being
offered. The program will involve 1V_ hours of rehearsal
Monday through Friday,as well as a paper. At the end of
the month, a perform ance will be given. Anyone who :
wishes to sing without taking'the plan for credit is also wel
come. If interested, sign up at the Music Dept. bulletin
board. For further information, contact Bob Weinstein,
ext. 544. '

time Classifie ds

HM at Dartmouth
Jewish student and those students interested '
in Judaism may want to attend the New England
Regional Hillel Institute at Dartmouth College on
October 31-November 2. The title of the institute
is "Sephardim and Ashkenazim", and the events
focus on (1).a brief cultural tour into the noteworthy differences between the homes, synagogues,
and external environments of the two major traditions in Judaism, and (2) the sampling of foods,
worship, literature, and dance of the Spanish and
Germanic communities. Interested students should
contact Mr.- Craig Snider or Alan Donnenfeld , PDT House; or Mrs. Ruth Master, Regional Institute, 1
Bryant Street, Cambrid ge, Mass. 02138. Her telephone number is (617) 876-6138 or 876-0814.
Cost for meals and lodging is $15. (Please make
checks payable to "Regional Institute"). The
Hillel Foundation of Colby College expects to
organize car pools for this event. .
New Film Committee
There will be a meeting for all those interested in
joining the new committee on films in RobertsLoft,
Sunday October 12 at 7; 30 pm. An executive chairperson will be elected and other offices and branches
will be formed according to the amount of interest shown
If you have any sort of interest in any aspect of film s,
come! We need your support.

K^feraiM Capitalism
The Smithsonian Institution and Wells Fargo
Bank are sponsoring a Bicentennial program entitled
Toward our Third Century," by offering $100,000 in
awards for thoughts on America's future. Students
are encouraged to enter the contest by "expressing
their concepts th oughtfully and creatively in either
writtenessays or via audio or visual media." Entrants
are asked to.deal with America's third century in
term s of one of the following themes:
1.) Individual Freedoms in our Society
2.) American Arts and Culture
3.) Science, Technology, Energy and the Environment
4.) Family Life, Work and Leisure
5.) The United States and the World.
Judging will begin on February 1, 1976, and will be has
primarily upon imaginativeness, creativity and effectiveness oJ
' cj cpressio n, allowing the widest latitude for. freedom : "
v\
of thought and expression !Announcement
, of^ winners
. . . . ,will be
made on July 4, 1976.
Ideas, suggestionsand proposals for the future
of the country developed in thc presentations will be
disseminated to educators, legislators, opinion leaders and other concerned Americans.
contact Doris Downing in
For more details,
^
205 Eustis.
JA.

Mexico Jan-Plan Modifications
Recent negotiations now m ake it possible for us to
offer mini-courses in the following fields: Meso American
Arts, Anthropology, Literature, Political Science, History ,
and Bicultural Education.
For , additional details please see Prof. F. Perez Lovejoy 409 H.

Room available , Caanan , country house, near
ski slope, will provide transportation to and from
Colby. Prefer to live with meditator. Write Rich .
Barnum, Star Route, Skowhegan.
Poet-Comedian Dick Gregory will be speaking in the University of Maine at Portland gymnasium on Friday, October
10 at 8:00 pm.
Gregory is currently involved in the multiple-gun theory of
the JFK assassination.
Anyone interested in driving down; please call Hal at 872 9868 or Ed at 873 - 5801. We need rides!
For Sale: .
Hart Rook skis 185 cm with tyrolia bindings.
• ; Used ;only 6-7 time..< Good^easy-turning skis.
Also: <_aber , 10i4:Flow-fo?i-h boots,r very.comfort7; '
r : ¦¦ ¦' -- < . - .
able and warm,
-Prices very negotiable.
Bill-216 Chaplin, x546.
Gold Cross pen, found yesterday along Dana path
you
can identify it by guessing the initials inscribed
If
on it, you'll win it! Call Gerry Boyle, DU at x 552.
WANTED Position as a substitute for any campus job. Available m ost afternoons , any night. If you heed a replacement please contact Leigh x 526.
~
FOR SALE '
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
Brown convertible, 4 speed/4 cylinder. 25/35 mpg,
low milage. Best offer. Contact Dave Donegan
204 Averill Hall x 576.

' . ' " •'
WANTED * 1am looking for a bottle cutter to turn a wine bottle into
a tcrrarium. If y ou h ave one p lease contact Jon Smith x 546.
¦.

Jan-Flan ExchangeWanted
Susan Cay
'
Abbey Dorm
Colby-Sawyer College
New London , New Hampshire 03257
Deborah Sawyer '
Elizabeth Walker
P 01057
Gustavus Adolphus College
St. Peter, Minn. 56082
Ann Farber
Box 358
12001 Chalon Rd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 10049
Mt, St, Mary 's College
Janice Hurd
McKinstry 204Q
Rusjsell Sage College '
Troy, New York 12180

.
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¦

..

'

¦
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SKIERS - Don't miss your chance to ski at Sugarloaf
from November to May this year for a mere $100. Deadline is coming-October 31. Please contact Jenny i n 204 Small or try 872 - 9823.
l '
There will be a Women 's Ski Team ineeting Tuesday,
L , Oct,14, at 6i00 pm in the Field House Ski Rodm.
«l
This will b e an organizational meeting.
wL Questions or problems? Call Maidli Perrin at x528.
Band Performance
The Colb y College Ban d will be p erforming
Friday, Oct ober 10, at 81 JO pm in Given
L
Auditorium. Bring your parents,
:
bring your friends , bring yourself, .
^
Sinccras gracias y felipitaciones a todos
los que tanto contribuyeron al exito
del sabadp pasado.
.. . -

i
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About thePequod
Dear editors, ECHO :
A rule of thumb for novice writers is "show, not tell". •
To the editors, ECHO :
With
the
first issue of the Pequod, I had hoped to show
__ :.^;v-:7The ; ECHO.;wiU;pub^h;lettd:s to the student
Colby College what I was going to do with its literary maga- The staff of WMHB last week decided to change
body in the Lettersto the Editor section;but only if
zine this year. Since, however, certain unfortunate circumtheyare. signed. Lettersshbuldjbe submitted to the
the format of broadcasting (only Bucky Marshall the
stances have already made public a few of my intentions,
ECHO ¦office, 101 Riinnals,nq
later than Monday
supposed program director dissented). Instead of alX
'
'
¦
which, have, in turn, generated a good deal af confusion, I
¦
night, '. 7V -7 , ^;:..^ ::X' - A '^ ' ¦ '
lowing the Disc jock ey to play whatever he might', .' '. • •
th ought it wiser th ough perhaps not so effective to simply
choose, a playlist has been introduced. Currently there
tell you what I plan to do.
is
required
the
DJ
is a playlist of 3 5 songs from which
A college literary magazine, like all other college
three
normal
the
to play 20 songs—roughly half of
CX_S _yu-e BiM ^
not
to
be
played
publications
arc
,runs the risk of keeping up conventions ra- '
hour show. These 20 songs
the
for
one
with
one
ther than carrying on a tradition . There is a great differconsecutively but interspersed
pear ECHO editors:
DJ'S own music. The songs selected willbe relatively
ence between the two, as D. H. Lawrence points out: "To
new m aterial from the free promotional copies the
Last year, a rather exclusive (of students) college
carry on a tradition you must add something to the tradistation has received this semester.
com mittee developed what, is commonly known as
tion. But to keep up convention needs only monotonous
The rationale behind the switch was twofold:
the "Report of the Committee to Study the Future
persistency..."
to increase the listening audience, arid to develop
of Colby"; This report was accepted by the cedlege,
College publications in general are full of convena more comprehensive playlist for our corresporidancc
and is generally regarded as the definitive document
tions.
We pick up a yearbook and we expect to see picwith the record companies;
of its genre, and as a "blueprint for change" for the
tures of seniors, pictures of faculty, pictures of crowds at
But the logichas serious flaws when you consider
college community. .
football
the
games. We read a college newspaper and we exis
funded
by
WMHB
purpose.
WMHB's primary,
We at the Center for Coordinated Stu dies, however,
entertainment.
pect
to
find
editorials about "thc institution", articles afor
their
use
and
students of Colby
are not content with the extent of the report as the report
with
.
audience
an
building
talks
about
bout academic problems, letters to the editors debating
When the staff
deals with the future of our Center. We would rather conduct our own investigation of where the Center has been ,
some sort of cohesive sound through repetition of
some current college issue. We turn to the subject of a
and where we would like it to go. Thankfully, the college
certain songs, you can be sine they are not talking
college literary magazine, and we expect to be dealing
does have a. mechanistiv for creating such a study group. .
about Colby, but the greater Waterville area. And
with
a neat little publication, some poetry intermingled
And such a group could be organized pretty much as we
why should we be influenced by the record companies
with prose, photographs and graphic art, that comes out
choose, rather than having the group chosen for us.
just for a better reputation in the trade and faster ,
twice, sometimes only once ayear. This is perhaps justly
bigger record deliveries?
With all this in mind, the 1976 Center for Coordinaso;
perhaps we are persistently imonotonous- or in the
I believe the station was best operated under
ted Studies Jan—Plan was constructed. The Jan.-Plan will'
words of E. M. Forster, "like some low but indestructible
the former system. If a student had an interest hi broadbe called "The Report of the Committee to Study the Fuform of life."
casting for the station ,j-he would go on the air without
ture of the Center." The C.S.F. Center group will consist
hindrance and play whatever music he liked. This
But a literary magazine suffers in this kind of atof ten to fifteen students and a faculty sponsor. Addition
allowed him a form of creative expression and gave
mospherc; suffers like no other publication on campus.
al faculty may wish to join the study. The Committee to
the student body a chance to respond to him; The greater Study the_Future-of the Center, however, will be student
One can perhaps justify the conventions of the yearbook ;
the number of broadcasters WMHB had, the more
organized and student run. Anyone may enroll in the Jan
there is after all something very sentimental about convendiversity the station tended.to display in all categories
Plan. Itjs certainly not limited to Center members.tions which we can delight in when we are old and gray.
of music: jazz, rock , folk , blues, soul, new music;
Most importantly, there are no limits on what the com- One can even justify the conventions of our college newsoldies, etc.
, •
mittee may recommend. The report is to be comprehensive; papers ; they do keep us well informed, and the convenDiversity reflects the varied taste in our student
it may be very controversial as well. Objects for scrutiny
tions certainly facilitate reading. Can we though , justify
body. The reason there are not any professional
range from the grading system to the cafeteria system,
to.
to
listen
the
conventions of the college literary magazine? Do we
tend
people
is
that
stations of this kind
from living arrangements to arrangements of courses. The
the
want
literature to be sentimentalized? Do we want to
all
kind
of
music
a station which plays their own
study will be wide-ranging and unforgiving. It is a potenaudience,
an
sound
builds
see
it
become a keepsake, something else to remind us
ing
sound.
A
time-an identify
tially volatile report,
advertising
the
attracts
and
this
we went to college? Do we want it to merely be looked
the station's ratings go up,
Most of all, we must have stu dents to serve on the
dollar. There is also the prestige of drawing a big
committee. Work will consist mostly of small workshops,
at? Finally, it seems to me, a literary magazine of this
audience with a certain sound.
with interludes for p ossible funded study at other colleges
sort does little more than say this guy or this girl, who
1 think it is obvious we do not have to concern
of their alternative education systems. The document itself might or might not have sat next to me in freshman Engourselves with this at WMHB. Colby students identify
could be quite lengthy. It will be the definitive report on
lish, once wrote a poem, perhaps two.
with this station because it is people they know; who play
the Center for Coordinated Studies,and such a paper is
1have thought long and hard about these questions 1
the records, and give any information that concerns ;
needed badly . If you are interested in being a part of this
have raised, and havej I feel, come up with a few solutions,
project , or want to learn more abou t it, register with Prof.
them.'As foJi "drawinga.bi gger audience , Lbelieve
which if not immediately producing astounding results, will
The
playsystent.
hew
under
the
Parker Johnson , the faculty sponsor, in the CjC.S. office.
we will-lose listehersi
¦¦'. ' ¦'
potential
hit
go a long way towards establishing a new tradition for the
material,
concentrate
oh
new
list will
-Jeff Gottesfeld
'
period
extended
y
over
an
Pequod.
repeatedl
songs, played
of ten days.Anyone sick of the top 40 will permanently
There are to be three (perhaps four) issues of a solely litretire their dial at WBLM , and jazz fans will hear much
erary
magazine coming but this academic year. Tentative
Buy — Gntenmal .
less jazz as DJ's are forced to play non-jazz material.
dates
are
Nov. 15, Feb. 15 and May 15. Thc hypotheti¦
' Under the new system, the whole structure of the sta To the editors, ECHO:
cal fourth issue would come out Aug. 15 and be distributed
tion staff will be altered. The manager of WMHB , Andy
I feel compelled to voice my opinion , having just reto all students, incoming frcshm en included, through the
Deininger, has assumed increasingly dictatorial control of
ceived a copy of the Colby Current , A Selection of Events mail. These issues will be published on 28 lb. newspr
int
the station. People who do not fit into the mold are haras- at Colby, in hopes thay whoever chose the American Revo- (the same as the ECHO), and between 12 and 20 pages long.
sed and threatened with expulsion .
\ ' lution Bicentennial logo to grace the front leaf of that pub- They will be free to all students.
noose:
ciNow with a play list he has tightened the
lication will become aware of my disapproval.
In printing three issues of the Pequod on newsprint,
the
list
robs
ther play the songs or you are out. The play
1 have nothing in particular against the fact that our
the
coand
disrupts
I am guaranteeing that there will be more than adequate
individual of most musical innovation
nation is 200 years old, but I feel that it isn't necessarily
;
to
join
want
will
snar<» *-- ill submissions. In fact, for the first time to my
herence of sets and musical style. Who
unpatriotic in objecting to what the Bicentennial (aptly/
Knowledge, it will be possible to publish several of an auor stay on at a station when a D.J. has become a pawn to
dubbed the BUY-centennial by the People's Bicentennial
someone else's musical whims and ambitions? 1 say ambiCommittee) has come to mean. The commercialization *
thor's works together in the same issue, thus giving an
tion because I suspect som e of the staff actively desire to
of the event has been nauseating, and even without Big
idea of what kind of writing is going on at Colby. It is my
break into the record and radio industry and a play list
Business trying to cash in, all manner of flag wavers and the hope also that three issues will somehow generate an enthuhelps establish a suitable reputation for themselves and for media's coverage of their recent activities have made us
siasm in both thc Pequod and poetry here at Colby. I want
WMHB.
more than sufficiently aware of the impending 200th anthe Pequod to be read, discussed, and thrown <vj t if it must
Only in a non profit college station can someone
niversary.
be. Above till I want it to be read seriously.
have an uninhibited expression of music and have a little
I
used
to
anticipate
events
like
New
Year's
of
Dayf
continued on pg. 15
fun besides. Let us not stand idly by while we lose that
the,year 2000 and the Fourth of Jul y, 1976, with equal
eagerness, expecting some real occasion for whatever
**• .> * '
-Sean Drummey
type of celebration may seem to be appropriate when tKey
arrive. Already the Bicentennial has been so perverted , so
overdone and pushed down our throats th at we are left
Concert Reconeideved
watching a dead horse be beat with nine months to go until July 4th. The prospect of keeping up the pace of adver
rising
overkill for the duration is frightening.
pub
Dear editors, ECHO:
,
Since the use of the logo on the Current told us no¦
thing we didn't already know and was conspicuously irLast week I wrote regarding the Young-Taylor conf Ul
relevant, I regre t seeing it there as yet another reminder
cert. I would like to follow that up with this note to clear
that in 200 years America has not yet learned the value of
up my position in the matter. While I am still convinced .
a little restraint,
financial
side
of the validity of my arguments regarding the
Stephen B. Collins
'74
of the concer t, I plan to work with Spencer and his group
,
Oakland
Maine
an
d
t
o
e
nsure
fun
d
s
to make my predictions fall through ,
for a better social life calendar for the year.
KX-xieoMOGccwoos-MeoQwc-cm
_^__ ^_^_ ^^^ __^_. •
1 hope a lot of us stay here that weekend in the in-,
terests of cntertainmen t as well as making the venture at
least self-supporting.
Thank-you,
¦
•¦ - /
Quaiser Xhan .
'
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MULES BEAT

TUFTS 14-12
—Russ Lodi
The Colby Mules scored a spectacular com e from
behind victory over the Tufts Jumbos Saturday in Medford.
An increasingly tough defense, clutch punting, and
a big fourth quarter fumble recovery enabled Colby to
edge Tufts 14-12.
The first three periods were not unlike Colby's
previous two games this year, as Tufts dominated the action. In the first period, the Jumbos went 74 yards in 12
plays, culminated by Tim Whelan's nine yard run. In the
second quarter, a Colby fumble led to a 26 yard field goal
by Tuft 's Mark Fisher. Colby went into the locker room
at half-time trailing 9-0. Tufts increased its lead to 12—0
as Fisher booted a 21 yard field goal early in the thirdquarter. Colby then turned the tide late in the third quarter as they embarked on an 88 yard scoring drive. Key.
plays in this" offensive thrust were runs of 12 arid 18 yards
by Gerry Teevan and a Hayes to Reid Cassidy 17 yard pass
completion. Colby,scored on fourth down (18th play of
1 the drive) as Hayes hit Cassidy in the end zone. Cassiciy now
has five touchdown receptions in three games. That m ade .
the score 12-7 and set the stage for Colby's clutch performance in the waning minutes.
Midway through the last quarter, the Colby offense,
behind 12-7, stalled on the Tufts 49.and Scott Smith came
in to punt. He got off a towering kick which Tufts fielded
at its eight, but Colby's excellent downfield coverage enabled
them to drop the Jumbos' runner on the one yard line.
Forced to play cautiously, Tufts chose to keep the ball
on the ground. This strategy backfired, for .oh third down
Tufts fumbled , and Brad Farrington recovcred on the
Tufts ' seven yard line. Then, on second and goal from the six
Jim Hayes again hit Reid Cassidy in the end zone for thc
winning score. Steve Ploiriaritis booted the extra point,
and Colby took the game, 14—12. Tufts never threatened
after that as Smith booted two more excellent punts
and Farrington and Phil McCarthy came up with intcrcep- :
tions, squaishing any notion of Tufts repeatinjg last year's
' final-second victory.
~
\
Coach McGee was pleased withi the pUnting of Smith
and the two extra points Steve Plomeritas contributed. He
was also happy with the defensive unit arid its big plays
throughout the ball game.
This Saturday, Colby plays Boston State at home,
. and it should prove to be a big test of thc Mules' kick.
! Boston State (3-1) boasts a strong defense, having allowed
only 26 points in four games. The offense is spearheaded
by the passing of quarterback Pat Serima, and the speed
of Adolph Bellizaere .

Linda Hartman drives the ball upfield against U-Maine.
-Photo by Pete Secor
|
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The House tha t Quality Built
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Center Joe Kerwin and Quarterback Jim Hayes pause for a breather.
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The Week in Sports
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Cocktails and Orafi Beer.
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71 Halifax St., Winslow
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: Fundaro 's Resta urant
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Ask f o r our free catalog
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¦¦"' "—Margaret Saiunders; ; ,
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Colby's field hockey team lost 3-1 to University of ::
*
11
Oct.
Saturday,
.;* Maine in a fierce battle waged last Friday on Runnals
*
(H) 1:30
Football vs. Boston State
t
J
field. ,
(H) halftime * UnionThe
*
Cross Country vs..Boston State
score is the closest it's ever been for. the. Colby- ' ..-.. .
"
¦
¦
:
¦
¦
'
'
.
_
Oct.
13
\y
-A
• . - < , .-;. ^.-;* University ;of Maine games;"the difference feusv-a-^
+ Monday,
!;
'
f
(A)
3:00
* or ten points. Nearly lopjstnderits were^ fating gt$0l£M%
Field Hockey vs. U.M. P.G.
t
%
7
3:00
'
(A)
_ti_k„ters at one point, thanks partly to the free btw^availa.
U.M.P.G.
*
Women's Tennis vs.
^ bleat the game. However, the cheering was to no avail
J as the defense weakened under, the opposition's incessant
* Tuesday, Oct. 14
(A) 3:00 J drives toward the goal cage. By the end of the first half
Cross Country vs. UMO and UMPG
%
i
* the score was 3-0. second half with a switch back ' ¦ ¦ i Thursday, Oct. 16
*
Opening the
*
$
(H)
to
the
traditional 5-3-2-1 line-up, Colby fought .
Field
Hockey
vs.
U
Maine
Farmington
3^00*
J
with
renewed-vigor.
(A)
3:00
Soccer vs. UMPG
.Left Inner Lydia McAnernly
*
¦ *
2
ft drove home the only goal the team was able to score.
t
According to coach Jill Hodsdon, "A good
part of our starting line-up is.out, due either to
illness or injury." Both Lydia and left halfback
Helen Richmond were still plagued by recent injuries. Left wing Lynne Roy, centerforward Lee
Johnson , right inner Betsy Judd , right wing Debra
Perkins, centerhalfback B etsy Blackwell, right
fullback Carol White, left fullback Sarah Bryan,
right fullback Linda Hartman, and goalie Diane Peterson played in a line-up considerably changed from
the one established at the beginning of the
season.
" Monday the sticksters will journey to University of Maine at Portland-Gorham for a face-off
at 3:00 in the first away game of the season. On
October 16 University of Maine at Farmington
will play Colby at Runnals Union field for the
Freshman Lee Johnson stretchesfor ball against U Maine.
last home game of the season.
Photo by Pete Secoi
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t Friday, Oct. 10
Soccer vs Bates
X
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SJ Maine Tops Sticksters
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Open Tues - Sun 11 am - 11 pm ,
Tuesday is Colby Night
\
Present Student ID Card and Receive
;
$1.00 discount on any meal over $3,00. . <
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Booters Drop Two

A AA, ^/ ::y ^ Af : > :/ ^ r ^/ tA ^ : i - :; A : - '; ; ^Bill Hough
¦¦
/r ^'¦:¦'] £ . -vC^nyfs -Varsityspccertcahi.after a promising start^
i :" ¦
^^w3Citdbwh'it^vice
]^we^y:y :^A'A . ) A: 'X \ '\A'' : /' ' " /
¦' ' ¦ ;
: : On Wednesday, October' 1, Gol_>y went up» to Orono
¦A to play U. Maine;. The Bhck/Beare entered^
all and 3 record ; thie losses being to H««pn Collegej Bowdoin
:arid U. Mass; tiei Wiri jj eirig over Boston-Univeraty.; ;
' - A sttohg wind luinpered
in by fullbacks Brian Keily arid Bob Kwiat- .
'were turned
In me
1kbw^i:
ifi^
with an assist frorri: Maine's:fuUb^
.Colby'sadvantagc was quickly .v^ped put by two Maine "
scores at the very end of tbt half. ; "
¦" [ In the second half it seemed as if Doug.Giron hit
every section of post on the goal but couldn't buy a score.
Peter.Kfaft scored at 10:24 to bring the score to 2—2. '
'Mkihc again came back and put the score at Maine-3,
¦7 Colby-2.
, . 7. V . - ' ,
AA- - _
Ay ;y '^y A , ' y
Halfback Bill Gruber-'then forced the game into over:,
"WjtnjP wheh he scored with only 25 seconds left in the game.
The first overtime passed without a score. Then with¦
five seconds to go in the second overtime, Maine tdok ad- vantage of a hole in Colby's defense and poked in the whv
nin g-tally-

7

. ¦ ' i r^y/ A j - . .

.';

; On Saturday, October 4th, Colby went up againsfa
very strong Babson team only to lose, 7—1. The one goal
was provided by sophomore forward Doug Giron and assisted by left inside^ Peter Kraft.
In the second half Colby virtually fell apart as the Babson team constantly outirianeuvered and out played the
¦ home
team.
_ Colby is" now suffering from the loss of co-captain
¦Peter Carman, who was injured in the Maine game. The
seam is trying to make up for the loss through a more ag- fgress-v e playing strategy arid more of a concentration on
-fundamental skills. The outcome of this policy,will be
imore clear on Friday when the.Mules go to play Bates in
i ^hM&ston.

Netwomen Lose 4-1
-Joshua Fainsworth
Playing without the services of Janet McManama,
the Colby Women's Tennis Team suffered a 4-1 defeat at
the hands of The University of Maine at Orono. Due to
McManama's absence, Coach Marjorie Bither was forced to
re-shuffle her line-up in hopes of putting a balanced team
out on the courts. However, the only match Colby was able
to win was at first doubles, where cb-captain Bev Mayhinger
and freshman Amy Davidoff pulled through in a hard fought
three set match. .
Assistant Coach Diane Lamping thought the teahi was
for. too many outright winners
far too inconsistent, trying in
the
ball
play. .
-rasteadTof^kefping
The netwomen travel to Gorham on Oct. 13 to take
on UMPG in their third match of the season.
Colby 1
UMO 4
Singles
1. Sue Staples (UMO) def. Karen Hueback (C) 6-4, 6-2
2. Tina Burrows (UMO) def. Pat Collins (C) 6-3,6-0
3. Rose Redmond (UMO) def. Janet Ford (C) 2-6, 6-1, 6-1
Doubles
I. Bev Vayhinger - Amy Davidoff (C) def. Marjorie
Perkins - Barbara Davitt (UMO) 3-6, 6-4, 6-2
I. Joanne Thorpe - Laurie Page (UMO) def. Val Brown Val J ones (C) 6-4, 6-0

(

(Photo John Blazejewski)
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FreshmanPat Collins makes a backhand return against her U Maine
opponent in Friday's match. (Photo, CarrieCooper)

SAILORS CAPTURE STATETTTLE

On Saturday and Sunday the untouted and reviled
Colby Mule Sailing Team soundly thrashed all comers to
gain the Maine State Cham pionship.
Thc team attributed the victory to poor facilities,
insufficient funding, and the lack of any training program
here at Colby.
On arrival at the impressive Maine Maritime proving
grounds, the crews expressed timidity concerning the available boats, equipment, and weather. This killer attitude
was noted and smiled upon by sailors from the other schoolrepresented: Brown , Maine Maritime, Bates, Bowdoin , and
s UMO (in order of probable placement in the overall standings) - who train regularly as members of a varsity sport.
The skippers, Charlie Fitts and Charlie "Chuck"
|Hurd , were undoubtedly aided by the similarity of the
winds and tides to those found in their native Minniapolis.
¦The two-day competition included eighteen races, .
eight of which were won by the old blue and gray. Colby
is now eligible to compete for the Shell trophy, a national
event.
To place the team on a par with its opposition, Dr.
Gillespie has been named head coach. Practice will be held
daily in thc Spa. , .
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"Kiss mo" says a Babson boy to Colby 's Mike Martin.

^ ^

(Photo Nick Levintow)

Sophomore Sensation Doug Girbri moves the ball up field against Babson.
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Lookin g for
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The Experienc e in Home Gre ener y*'?

Plants ALIVE

¦

?
"A Growin g Concern "
J
?
Large
selection
of
pla
nts
t
o
fit
your
*"
.
p
ersonality
/
AVENUE
and
3
JUL
54 COLL EGE
> • ., po cketbook.Also: clqy po ts and saucers; handmade
{
WATERVILLE ,
<
| p ottery;macra meand brackets; p lant f o o darrange;
als0
¦• ments, etc.
"
'
?
;
\
THE JEFFERSON LOUNGE
?
Eatton guay Squ are ,
,
•
entertainment nitely,
Closed Monday *
Waterville
I ' -" '
»•
(acrossfrom Qty Hall)
873-2627
\
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CLARK BARKS
—Andrew :Dennison ,

. ' '¦¦: • Another installment in the continuing saga:
AUGUSTA--—Ms. Foster Grail entered a paternity suit today at Augusta Civil Couthouse despite attempts by the defendant , Whitney Stanley
of Calais, for an eleventh hour settlement.
Ms. Grail, wife of former "Flying'' champion
Foster Grail of Bangor, fought her way thrpugh
an angry mob of Stanley's supporters on the
courthouse steps to present her deposition to
Superior Court Judge Roscoe Bird.
Stanley, who deposed Graif in the-recent
Maine Challenge "Flying"Series* was seen pleading
with Ms. Grail at a nearby donut shop? She apparently would have nothing to do with Jiim. A donut
shop spokesman, who wished to remain anonymous, said: "Stanley picked up the tab and everything. But the young lady refused to accept
his compromise plan for child support in return
for a suspension of her suit." She dumped hot
coffee in his crotch and fled before Stanley could
recover,
the donut man said.
¦
""' • Hazen Hill, leader of the Stanley suppor- :
tcrs, "Stanley's, Stompers", met with newsmen at
his split level colonial ranch on Hardsscrabble
Road in Calais, telling them : "We are.in Augusta to demand fair treatment for Whitney. That
wicked woman (Ms; Grail —cd.) has set him u p
because he beat her husband in last month's
<
championship. Foster has nothing to do with
this. We all have great respect for him. As for
his wife... " What he said cannot be printed.
Ms. Grail said she was going^throiigh despite threats on her health from "Stanley's Stampers". Flanked by an anonymous pair of dark
glasses, she said she wanted "a decent break for her
new little girl. It's only right that Stanley should
pay for his indecent advances."
She also said she had witnessesto support
her claim that Stanley accosted her in the men's
room of Hotel Etta , site of last year's Winternational Meet. She declined to name th ose witnes-

Colby's Mark Helmus and captain Ken Colton savor victory
and a well-deserved rest after Thursday's meet with S.M.V.T.I
(Photo, Ed Busatill)

Cross Countr y
Opens Season
The past week has been both a hectic and an exciting one for Colby's cross country team . It served to
reveal some obvious weaknesses, namely, a lack of numbers. Strengths, too, were in evidence in the initial meets
thc strong running of senior Mark Helmus, the usual superb effort which captain Ken Colton puts inland improved times for the rest of thc team. Last Tuesday,
the team traveled to U-Maine Portland-Gorham to
tackle the maze-like course on the U—Maine campus.
Instead of merely concentrating on the running, the
Colby harriers had to contend -with the unfamiliar
course wliich gave the home team an initial advantage.
Nevertheless, Colby won the meet with Mark Helirius
placing first followed closely by Ken Colton and freshman John Longley. Thursday, on the more familiar
territory of the home course, the team won again
besting SMVT1 with the same com bination of Helmus,
Colton, and Longley. The week was concluded by a
trip to Franklin Park in Boston for a race against BU,
CentralConnecticut , and Tufts. Against this much
staffer competition , the best Colby could m anage wa$
Helmus' 18th place. What was evident in these three
races is that the desire is there but the team is hampered
bv a lack of warm bodies. This has necessitated supplementing the core of the team with "designated runners",
students willing to run for the team in one race. The
athletes
are there on campus , or at least they appear to
.
be, but the motivation for the sport is lackingand it
faces possible exstinction. For a sport best described
as aesthetically pure but light on the body contact,
cross country, especially at Colby, is an anomaly.
Think abou t that when you see the runners doing their
thing on Saturday at half-time.
•
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Dave 's Used Furnitu re

\

FAIRFIELD CENTER

j

Always A Fine Selection Of Good
Quality Used Furniture Af Low Prices..
Also Household Items And Glassware.

I
*
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We Operate On Volume-Not Big Profit!
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Come Up And Fay Us A Visit.

j

3 Miles From Campus
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IFL Soccer action was in full swing asTau Delt takes oh KDR.
(Photo Sherri DeLuca)

LFJL Sports Roundup
In IFL soccer action this week Ice—9 and DKE jumped
to the 'A' league lead as both brought their records to 2-0.
Ice—9 defeated Tau Delt and DU while DKE trounced Santos and ATO.
In the 'B' Division.the International 'B's and Lf ',—f '•}
Year's team sit atop their division -with identical 2—0 records. The International B's won by a forfeit and 2-0 against Foss. Last Year's team is yet to be scored on, shutting out both Woodman and Ice-;? 'B'.
Standings. -

ses.

Division A:

Judge Bird set next -Wednesday as the date
for a preliminary hearing.

* * * * * * * *'
* * * * * * * * * * * * 4* * * * :M * * * * * * * * * *.*

For one brought up on Fenway Park and downhome baseball, the National League baseball emporium-,
such as Cindy's Riverfront and Pittsburgh's Three
Riveris, drain the game of its flavor. Since when is
it normal for a hit to bounce over the head of ah outfielder? No longer will a World Series be decided by
a bad hop like Tony Kubek's mishap in 1960.
Present day infielders enjoy neat, clean bounces w
at Astroturf speed. How lucky!
Watching one of these plastic extravaganzas,
I feel like there is a little man with a magnet under
the field manipulating the players' movements. He
also runs the omniscient scoreboard, chatting with
the crowd. Everything is mechanical. It's a'movie,
not a real sports event. Just like being at home watching
on TV. Surely the New Orleans's Superdome has

<

Division B:

International B -a 2-0
Icc^9 2—0
2-0 ¦
DKE
Last Year's team ¦ 2-0
¦
DU '-r A W- ¦< ¦- ¦ -¦ •• -; > Averiir ; " • '—¦< • 1-1
7 ^ International A "¦ 1-1
Santos ' 1-1- ¦
Phi Delt 1-1
1-1
Ice-9 B
Tau Delt .0-1-1
1-1
poss
0-1-1
KDR
0-2
.
L_2
;
ATO
0-2>
6 2 f^
Woodman

Intramural football actionj played this week under
much better weather conditions saw fourteen games take place.
Eight games were played in the A division, while six were [
played in the B division. Most games went as expected,
with few changes in last weeks standings.
In A action, LCA-A ran its record to 4-0 with an 18-0
defeat of Zete and a 20-O thumping of KDR. Most of the
latest blow for this "let's-dchwmanize-sports-some-more" scoring punch was provided by Joe Johnson's apparent successor, Roger "Long Legs" Breene. TDP, however, kept pace
group.
And when Joe Garagiola's enormous bald head
and upped its record to 3-0 by trouncing PDT 3 2-6 and
fills my television screen , I know the end is near.
then easily knocking DKE from the ranks of the undefeated ,
"Atta boy, Joe; keep it up, Joe, great going, Joe; i
26-0. For TDP, Ed Ciampa and Win k Pollard did m ost
eat lead and die, Joe."
f < A)
of the damage against their opponents.
* *» • * * * * * * * *« ¦* * * *» * * * * * * * *» *
In other A action, Zete won its first game in a 1-1
week behind the strong play of Tolerance Goo, KDR also
How nice it was this past weekend to hear
went 1-1, and PDT and ATO continued their winless ways, botl
dropping two games.
Alvin Dark tell us that his team, never beats itself I
And then to watch his boys, especially, old faithful
In B action, LCA B raised its record to 5-0 with a
Sal Bando and All-Star humbler Claudell Washington ,
forfeit win over Dana 2nd and a 21-7 victory over previously undefeated Leonard. For LCA-B, Ned "Answer Man "
hand Luis Tiant enough runs for three victories. And
Lipes and Jim Crook carried the team after the injury to
thank you, Reggie Jackson, for telling us that the A's
theme-song was "For the Love of Money,". Freddy Lynn veteran "Wax" Murphy. Leonard, in i tt oth er game,
looked particularly non-plussed when Reggie disclosed his easily defeated Pi Lamb, 30-6, behind the play of Mr, T.V.,
•:
greedy side.
Robin Bourne. Idle Dana 1st though stayed up on top with
its 1-0 record.
Congrats to the football White Mules. PlayIn other B action, the Bang Gang chalked up its first
ing away at Tufts has been a traditional bummer
for Colby gridsters. In 1973, they lost in the final
victory, an 8-6 victory over the Doodahs, while Dan a 3rd
quarter on a 102 yard touchdown run of an interwith two forfeits. ¦
pace¦ with ATO ¦for• ¦ the ¦week
kept
,;
¦
¦
- "'• ' •
; ¦ . • • ( ¦ . . ' (J
'
cepted pass.
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«¦¦-»Sectirity—contained
from pg. 3 __ ' ' A
Mr. "Crowell and Dean Gillespie had similar
responses to questions concerning Security and
Administration policy about drug usage, specifically marijuarfa. Mr. Crowell said, "I've: seen all
kinds
of marijuana, smelled it, studied it, even
¦
'A ;. -;.Ac A..
.. ¦ . . ¦.77—-David Hams
seen it growing here." Crowell said foe does nor
"take it upon himself to check for drugs. Dean
On Thursday; October 2, Paul Schwaber lectured
Gillespie said, "While one hardly condones this
to a capacity crowd in Lovejoy 100 on a topic entitled
sort of thing, one does not go looking for trouble".
_7>_
Imetpf etation of Drec ^sJ ' A
"Scientific A_ ti'
Colby is not protected from Maine laws where posof the CoUege of Letted
Schwaber is Director
an
of
session of marijuana is a felony. (In March possesleyan University^ associate the Western New
sion of up to Vh oz. will be a misdemeanor punishEngland institute for Psychoanalysis,and the coordinator
of Wesleyan's current study of scientific creativity. He
able by a fine of $200, but no criminal record.) He
has written about Sigmund Freud; contemporary
added there is always the possibility of a police raid,
although one has not yet occurred.
poetry and criticism, and relationships between
literature and psychology., and in this lecture conBoth Mr. Crowell and Dean Gillespie said they
centrated on Freud' s mode of expression, particularly
would never go looking for evidence or people. Dean
in The Interpr etation of Dreams (1900) and what
Gillespie said the college does not seek information
that writing style reveals of Freud's personality and
about student drug usage. He explained, "If so and
' Ay...
ideas. ';• O . • ":'
so walked in here and said that so and so is smoking
The Interpretation ofDreariisis probably Freud's ...
marijuana, I could not bust him or her in good .
most important and influential work, containing as
conscience." Detection of smell by Security or_
it does "Freud's characterizing ideas and presence'*
other people is not sufficient evidence according to
and laying the foundations for what later developed
Mr. Crowell and Dean Gillespie. The administrainto modern psychoanalytic theory. Though unsure about the tion is concerned with behavior rather than the cause,
book's quality before its publication, thirty years
Dean Gillespie said. Gillespie: and Crowell said the
later Freud was able to write, "It contains the most
college reacts to complaints by residents. In such
valuable of all the discoveries it has been my good
an incident the dorm staff might be asked to conv
fortune to make."
trol a situation or an individual might be warned
Freud, though an empirical scientist "worried
about complaint.. Gillespie said the objective is to
about the stamp of science , was not concerned solely
protect the rights of everyone to live "with a minwith the radical new theories which he was proposing,
imum of hassle." Dean Gillespie also stated , what
but was also concerned about the way in which these
he termed as a non-administrative answer, "ventilate rather than flushing it down the toilet and neideas could be .most effectively presented.'He had
ver sinning again."
developed his theories-while treating and observing
"the most flamboyantly ill patients" but was convinced
that the dream po cesses "illuminate all psychic functioning and all civilizations." Howevef he did not want
his ideas to he rejected because he had used patients
Paul Schwaber s lecture Scientific Art: The
as his subject matter.
Interpretation of Dreams was the first in a series of
Freud's solution to this problem was inspired.
lectures and seminars sponsored by the English Departmen t
He decided to use his own dreams as material, in much the
called "Character, Voice, and Time: Studies in
same way as St. Augustine including his Confessions
Biography, Literature, and History." The series-will
in The City of God, or Rousseau integrating his
explore the proposition that these three aspects of
Confessions into The Origins of Inequality; but he
human experience, and fields of study, must be considered ,
could not go too far for fear of exploding his crucial claim
together. All the lecturers are interested in the interplay
to normalcy. Presentation of his own dreams was
between literary criticism and psychoanalysis. Most
in conjunction with the massive task of a systematic
maintain that narrow Formalism and reductive
self-analysis, an undertaking which reflects Freud's
psychoanalysis have a common fault,~that both eliminate
self-discipline, courage, and commitment. The manner in
the world, the first in the name of a Actively autonomous
which Freud presents these dreams and their conclusions
text, the second in the name of a Actively exposed psyche,
exhibits the depth of perception and skill in expression
the lecturers have written about history as well as
which would,later earn him the Goethe Prize for ;
literature.;Most believe that a study of history which does
German letters, and leads some to speculate that had
,ponsider-hu-nan.imagination .is sterile, and that a study
Freud not becornVascientist he would have been, a: \
of literature which does not consider history is
!
. . :
novelist.
incomplete. The idea.of the scries—one for it to affirm
The Interpretation of Dreams begins with a.
or quality or challenge-is that the most interesting
review of the existing literature on dreams and then
criticism is the kin d which attempts the difficult tasks
launches into F-eu d's narrative, telling and interpreting
of attending to history, psychology, and literature
his own dreams in an autobiographical fashion "seriously
at the same time. Biography is the genre of literary
yet with verve, attractively aware of the reader."
studies which m ost characteristically attempts this,
Freud can be considered "a realized narrator, enlisting
and so the series will be concerned with the nature and
sympathy and engaging judgement" through prose
varieties of literary biography. .,
which is "clear, forceful and rich in allusion." Freud's
Each speaker will give a public lecture one evening i
confession is then generalized into "Typical Dreams"
followed by a discussion period and a reception.
which include more technical m aterial: stage of life
The next morning the speaker will conduct a seminar
dreams, achievement and guilt dreams, exhibitionist
for 15-20 people who have been willing to do some
dreams, flying dreams, dreams of the death of loved
homework, which will.be announced in advance.
ones, At this point, he first refers to Oedipus and the
Those interested in the seminar should check with rrie,
Oedipal complex. Even here, th ough, he writes with
as there will have to be some limitation on the number
" a sociable impulse" and a "dialectical manner"—
"
of participants,
anticipating and responding to objections.
On November 19th Susan Kenney of Colby
Freud then concluded , "All dreams fulfill wishes
will lecture abou t Virginia Woolf's madnesss and her
and a wish which is represented in a dream must
fiction. On December 1st Reeve Parker of Cornell
be an infantile one." "Infantile," defined not in a .
University will talk about autobiography in and psychopejorative "sense but iri the sense of having originated analysis of Hawthorne's short stones. Lecturers during
in childhood. He then continues in the remaining half
the winter and spring will be Douglas Archibald
of his book to describe how dreams are made and l6ca.es
(Edmund Burke and the Conservative Imagination),
Richard Ellmann , Oxford University (Oscar Wilde
dreams as a connector with mental acts;
and Lord Alfred Douglas), Neil Hertz, Cornell UniverAlthough Freud's specific conclusion on dreams
sity (George Eliot). If his schedule permits, Robert
are still debatable, there is no doubt that The Interpretation of D reams is the cornerstone of psychoahalytic
Coles will lecture and conduct a seminar in April.
theory, and that "it is no small matter in the gradual
ascendancy of psychoanalysis since 1900 that-Freud
wrott so weli.'' ;
Many of the .250+ people in the audience, mis- :
interpreting the title of the lecture, m ay have be en
disappointed by Schwaber's not having dealt explicitly
with the complex and controversial subject of dream
interpretation, except in a few of Freud' s exam' pies.
However, even ito those students disappointed in that
»'-'«»"*«^QPC5_a_ssa*_>_j>_j_a_ag^_x_5 _ss^h..>c>cs ^c^
respect or to those unfamiliar with Freud, Paul Schwaber's
lecture was a compact package of information and
serves both as an illustration of the often times, cornplemen
tary role of science and art, and as a useful introduction to Sigmurid Freud's masterwork The Interpretatio n
ofDhants , ¦', '!'.'¦' A;.: A..y '. l] C; :. ,'' . ', ¦.:>' 7'

FretM's Interpretation
of Dreams
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—Becky Alex
A new series of concerts, known as "Sunday
Chapel Concerts", began last Sunday afternoon at
4:00 pm in Lorimer Chapel. The first concert was
a Colby faculty program, performed by Jean Rosenblum, flute and Professor Adel Heinrich, organ.
The repertoire was designed to reveal contrasts in
contemporary French and American music,
including Messianen's "Ascension Suite", Varese's
"Density 21.5 for unaccompanied Flute", "Litanies" by Jehan Alain, "Suite Modale" and "Six
Preludes for Organ" by Ernest Bloch, and "Choral
Paraphrase, with Variations, on 'Hyfry dol'", from
"Four Choral Paraphrases on Hymns of Praise", by
Professor Heinrich. The highlight of the concert
was the beautiful duet of organ and flute in B loch's
"Suite Modale", reflecting the lifting tranquility of
the Sunday afternoon.
These concerts will take place frequently throu ghout the academic year, and are so designed to permit advanced music students at Colby, faculty members and local musicians to perform. The concerts
will be similar to Dietrich Buxtehude's traditional
"Abendmusick". Buxtehude was a contemporary
of J.'S. Bach, and his "Evening Concerts of Music"
became so famous that Bach himself walked many
miles to attend an organ concert of Dietrich Buxtehude. These concerts at Colby will provide an
opportunity to hear lesser-known music. Everyone is welcome free of charge whether they can
attend the full hour or not. Dates will be posted.

Colby College Tri o
—Wendy Swallow
Last Friday night Colby College was treated
to a concert of Beethoven, Faure and Shostakovich
as our own Colby College Trio, Dorothy Reuman,
cello; Lillian Garwood, piano; and Marcy Hallman,
violin; made their first appearance in Bixler this year.
A moderate crowd of students and townspeople
braved the cold auditorium to hear the varied program
and all were rewarded, though not entirely as expected.
The Beethoven "Archduke" Trio .no. VII in
B-flat Major , had enticed many to attend , but the
Trio had some trouble pulling off this masterpiece
as a convincing work. It is long and the piano holds
the major role, which was executed with fine precision by Lillian Garwood, but the violin and cello
lacked the same clarity and accuracy, in all rendering the Beethoven interesting bu t somewhat of a
disappointment. The Faure was a slightly easier
piece, this beautiful trio the work of a contemporary, but nostalgic Romantic, composer. With
the Faure the violin and.cello seemed to suddenly
come together, and the piece was a pleasant surprise.
After a short intermission, the Trio returned to end
with the Shotakovich Trio. Despite a few problems
in the opening section that calls for tricky natu ral
harmonics fro m both cello and violin, a fault perhaps on Shatakovich's end rather than the performers, the piece took off in a highly percussive and
exciting flight whose largeness and extreme of dynamics, were sensitively handled. The Trio seemed to
have a firm understanding of the Russian elements
of the piece, especially the folk-like motives in the
last m ovements, and performed it with strength and
vitality.
A varied program and a varied performance.
Overall, an enjoyable evening capped by the tribute to
Russia's great and energetic musician, the late Shostakovich.
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Sunday Chap el Concert
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Colby College Trio perform a musical tribute

THE WEEK IN SPORTS

MULES BEAT
TUFTS 14-12
—Russ Lodi
Thc Colby Mules scored a spectacular come from
behind victory over thc Tufts Jumbos Saturday in Medford
An increasingly tough defense, clutch punting, and
a big fourth quarter fumble recovery enabled Colby to
edge Tufts 14-12.
The first three periods were not unlike Colby's
previous two games this year, as Tufts dominated thc action. In the first period, the Jumbos went 74 yards in 12
plays, culminated by Tim Whelan's nine yard run. In the
second quarter, a Colby fumble led to a 26 yard field goal
by Tuft's Mark Fisher. Colby went into thc locker room
at half-time trailing 9—0 - Tufts increased its lead to 12—0
as Fisher booted a 21 yard field goal early in the third
quarter. Colby then turned thejj de late in the third quarter as they embarked on an 83 yard scoring drive. Key.
plays in this offensive thrust were runs of 12 and 18 yards
by Gerry Tecvan and a Hayes to Reid Cassidy 17 yard pass
completion. Colby scored on fourth down (18th p lay of
the drive) as Hayes hit Cassidy in the end zone. Cassidy now
nas five touchdown receptions in three games. That m ade .'
the score 12-7 and set the stage for Colby's clutch performance in the waning minutes.
Midway through the last quarter, the Colby offense,
behind 12-7, stalled on the Tufts 49.and Scott Smith came
in to punt. He got off a towering kick which Tufts fielded
at its eight , but Colby's excellent downfield coverage enabled
them to drop the Jumbos' runner on the one yard line.
Forced to play cautiously, Tufts chose to keep the ball
on the ground. This strategy backfired . for on third down
Tufts fumbled , and Brad Farrington recovered on the
Tufts' seven yard line. Then , on second and goal from the six
Jim Hayes again hit Reid Cassidy in the end zone for the
winning score. Steve Plomaritis booted the extra point,
and Colby took the game, 14—12. Tufts never threatened
after that as Smith booted two more excellent piunts
and Farrington and Phil McCarthy came up with interceptions, squashing any notion of Tufts repeating last year's
final-second victory.
. ~
Coach M cGee was pleased with the punting of Smith
and the two extra points Steve Plorheritas contributed. He
was also happy with the defensive unit and its big playthroughout the ball gam e.
This Saturday, Colby plays Boston State at home,
and it should prove to be a big test of the Mules' kick.
Boston State (3-1) boasts a strong defense, having allowed
only 26 points in four games. The offense is spearheaded
by the passing of quarterback Pat Serima , and the speed
of Adolph Bellizaere .
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Linda Hartman drives the ball upfield against U-Maine
-Photo by Pete Se coi
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Center Joe Kerwin and Quarterback Jim Hayes pause for a breather.

U Maine Tops Sticksters
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The Week in Sports

&

t Friday, Oct. 10
Soccer vs Bates
I

£

(A)

-Photos by John Bbzejewski

}
*

2:30

—Margaret Saunders; ; ,
)?¦
Colby's field hockey team lost 3-1 to University of 7
*
*Saturday, Oct. 11
* Maine in a fierce battle waged last.Friday on Runnals
(H) 1:30
Football vs. B oston State
}Union field.
*
(H)
halftim
e
Boston
State
Cross
Country
vs.
* ; ... . The score is the closest it's ever been for the, Colby- 7J
¦
; .„
Oct. 13
.-: .- ,.-:.$ University ,of Maine. games; the difference^ i^^ally nunc ;
* Monday,
!
(A)
3:00
eipoting; :|br;i|e;.3^:^4
* or ten points. Nearly loftswderits we'r
Field Hockey vs. U.M. P.G.
{
3:00
(A)
the free bew availar
thanks
partly
to
point,
one
sticksters
at
Women's Tennis vs. U.M.P.G.
*.
J ^
the
cheering
was to no avail
ble at the game. However,
J Tuesday, Oct. 14
J as the defense weakened under the opposition's incessant
(A) 3:00 J drives toward the goal cage. By the end of the first half
Cross Country vs. UMO and UMPG
%
*i
* the score was 3-0.
**
Opening the second half with a switch back
X Thursday , Oct. 16
Field Hockey vs. U Maine Farmington (H) 3>00* to the traditional 5-3-2-1 line-up, Colby fought .
J
(A)
Soccer vs. UMPG
3:00
£ with renewedivigor. .Left Inner Lydia McAnernly
*
drove hpmc the only goal the team was able to score.
According to coach Jill Hodsdon, "A good
part of our starting line-up is.out, due either to
illness or injury." Both Lydia and left halfback
Helen Richmond were still plagued by recent injuries. Left wing Lynne Roy , centerforward Lee
Johnson , right inner Betsy Judd , right wing Debra
Perkins, centerhalfback Betsy Blackwell, right
fullback Carol White, left fullback Sarah Bryan,
right fullback Linda Hartm an, and goalie Diane Peterson played in a line-up considerably changed from
the one established at the.beginning of the
season.
Monday the sticksters will journey to University of Maine at Portland-Gorham for a face-off
at 3:00 in the first away game of thc season. On
October 16 University of Maine at Farmington
will play Colby at Runnals Union field for the
Freshman Lee Johnson stretches t'.ot ball against U Maine.
last home game of the season.
Photo bv Pete Secot
r~—¦»-» >»>*>i»>rw ^_r>i^w> _ _^_^_s
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71 Halifax St., Winslow
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Open Tues - Sun 11 am - 11pm .
Tuesday is Colby Night
Present Student ID Card and Receive '
a $1.00 discount on any meal over $3.00.
Reservations
873-291 1
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Boot ers Drop Two

A:y y A :/ A / Ay ;: ; tj - ' j . ^
twice
Varsity^ soccer team, a.fter a promising start
*|^ ^j Colby's
^^^^it down
last week. ; .A<A:- .;< -A- ; AAAA'
Oh Wednesday, October T, Colby went up to Orono
to play U. Maine; The Black Bears entered the gaine with
1
1 and 3 record;'.the losses being to HuMori Collegei Bowdoin
and
the win being over Boston University..
¦' .''¦ ¦¦U.AMass;
strong wind hampered play, but fme performances
were turned in by fullbacks Brian Keily arid Bob ICwiat> .kowski. In the first half, Colby forward Doug Giron scored
vwith an assist from ; Maihc's^fullback Joe Koston . However;
by two Maine
rCoIby's advantage was quickly wiped out
:
iscores at the very end of the half.
Iri the second half it seemed as if Doug Giron hit
every section of post on the goal but couldn't buy a score.
Pctcr.Kraft scored at 10:24 to bring the score to 2—2. '
Maine again came back and put the-score at Maine-3,
Colby^. Halfback Bill Gruber then forced the gam_ into over0
)
when
he scored with only 25 seconds left in the game.
^.ti|
The _first overtime passed without a score. Then with
five seconds to go in the second overtime, Maine took-ad- .-vantage of a hole in Colby's defense and poked in the win; ning-tally. . .
- ' . Ay:A,
On Saturday, October 4th, Colby went up againsf a
very strong Babson team only to lose, 7—1. The one goal
was provided by sophomore forward Doug Giron and assisted by left inside, Peter Kraft.
In the second half Colby virtually fell apart as the Babson team constantly butmaneuvered and out played the
home team.
Colby is now suffermg from the loss of co-captain
•Peter Carman, who was injured in the Maine game. The
Sophomore Sensation Doug Girori moves the ball up field against Babson.
rteam is trying to make up for the loss through a more ag- igressive playing strategy and more of a concentration on • .'.
-fbndamental skills. The outcome of this policy will be
;more clear on Friday when the Mules go to play Bates in
jston. ;
^-.^•
—Joshua Famsworth

(Photo Nick Levintow)

Netwomen lose 4-1

Playing without the services of Janet McManam a,
the Colby Women's Tennis Team suffered a 4-1 defeat at
the hands of The University of Maine at Orono. Due to
McManama's absence, Coach Marjorie Either was forced to
re-shuffle her line-up in' hopes ofputting a balanced team
out on the courts. However, thc only match Colby was able
to win was at first doubles, where co-captain Bev Mayhinger
and freshman Amy Davidoff pulled through in a hard fought
three set match. .
Assistant Coach Diane Lamping thought the team was
for too many outright winners
far too inconsistent, trying in
ihstead qf keeping the^ bajl play. . .
The netwomen travel to Gorham on Oct. 13 to take
on UMPG in their third match of the season.
Colby 1
UMO 4
Singles
1. Sue Staples (UMO) def. Karen Hucback (C) 6-4, 6-2
2. Tina Burrows (UMO) def. Pat Collins (C) 6-3,6-0
3. Rose Redmond (UMO) def. Janet Ford (C) 2-6, 6-1. 6-1
Doubles
1. Bev Vayhinger - Amy Davidoff (C) def. Marjorie
Perkins - Barbara Davitt (UMO) 3-6, 6-4, 6-2
2. Joanne Thorpe - Laurie Page (UMO) def. Val Brown Val J ones (C) 6^4 , 6-0
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"There once was an old Winneba go..."

,r

On Saturday and Sunday the untouted and reviled
Colby Mule Sailing Team soundly thrashed all comers to
gain
the Maine State Championship.
.^.».»...........»......-.».....--—.-i-."."..---v.% ^v»%v '^% ^%..^-.v.r.?w%. ".r.?.r. ^NV.".>>>>: .:.>>>r .>".>r .>>>>5f
Thc tea m attributed the victory to poor facilities,
insufficient funding, and the lack of any training program
here at Colby.
On arrival at the impressive Maine Maritime proving
grounds, the crews expressed timidity concerning the available boats, equipment, and weather. This killer attitude
was noted and smiled upon by sailors from the other schools
represented: Brown, Maine Maritime, Bates, Bowdoin, and
UMO (in order of probable placem ent in the overall standings) — who train regularly as members of a varsity sport.
The skippers, Charlie Fitts and Charlie "Chuck"
I
99 Main St.
872-5622
I Hurd , were undoubtedly aided by the similarity of the
winds and tides to those found in their native Minniapolis.
• The two-day competition included eighteen races, .
eight of which were won by the old blue and gray. Colby
is now eligible to compete for the Shell trophy, a national
more than a fine restaurant
event.
To place the team on a par with its opposition, Dr.
Gillespie has been named head coach. Practice will be held
daily in the Spa. .

I " everything

and others - enter the DeOrsey 's FINISH THE LIME RICK \
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5 contest. Best entry (in the opinio n of the judges ) wins a
6 free album.
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"Kiss me" says a Babson boy to Colby's Mike Martin.
¦
(Photo John Blazejewski)
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Freshman Pat Collins makes a backhand return against her U Maine
opponent in Friday's match. (Photo, Carrie Cooper)
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OJM BAMS
—Andrew Denmson

Colby's Mark Helmus and captain Ken Colton savor victory
and a well-deserved rest after Thursday's meet with S.M .V.T.I
(Photo, Ed Busatill)

Cross Countr y
Opens Season
The past week has been both a hectic and an exciting one for Colby's cross country team. It served to
reveal some obvious weaknesses, nam ely, a lack of numbers. Strengths, too, were in evidence in the initial meets
the strong running of senior Mark Helmus, the usual superb effort which captain Ken Colton puts inland improved times for the rest of thc team. Last Tuesday,
the team traveled to U-Maine Portland-Gorham to
tackle the maze-like course on the U—Maine campus.
Instead of merely concentrating on the running , the
Colby harriers had to contend with the unfamiliar
course which gave the home team an initial advantage.
Nevertheless, Colby won the meet with Mark Helmus
placing first followed closely by Ken Colton and freshman John Longley. Thursday, on the more familiar
territory of the home course, the team won again
besting SMVTI with the same combination of Helmus,
Colton, and Longley. The week was concluded by a
trip to Franklin Park in Boston for a race against BU,
Central Connecticut , and Tufts. Against this much
soffer competition , the best Colby could m anage wa$
Helmus' 18th place. What was evident in these three
races is that the desire is there but the team is hampered
bv a lack of warm bodies. This has necessitated supplementing thc core of the team with "designated runners",
students willing to run for the team in one race. The
athletes are there on campus, or at least they appear to
be, but the motivation for the sport is lacking and it
faces possible exstinction. For a sport best described
as aesthetically pure but light on the body contact,
crosscountry, especially at Colby, is an anomaly.
Think abou t that when you see the runners doing their
thing on Saturday at half-time.
•

Dave 's Used Furniture
FAIRFIELD CENTER
Always A Fine Selection Of Good
Quality Used Furniture Al Low Prices.
Also Household Items And Glassware.

Wo Operate On Volume • Not Big Profit !
Come Up And Pay Us A Visit.
3 Miles From Campus

- Another installment in the continuing saga:
AUGUSTA——Ms. Foster Grail entered a paternity suit today at Augusta Civil Couthouse despite attempts by the defendant , Whitney Stanley
of Calais, for an eleventh hour settlement.
Ms. Grail, wife of former "Flying" champion
Foster Grail of Bangor, fought her way through
an angry mob of Stanley's supporters on the
courthouse steps to present her deposition to
Superior Court Judge Roscoe Bird.
Stanley, who deposed Graff in the recent
Maine Challenge "Flying" Series, was seen pleading
with Ms. Grail at a nearby donut shopr She apparently would have nothing to do with him. A donut
shop spokesman, who wished to remain anonymous, said : "Stanley picked up the tab and everything. But the young lady refused to accept
his compromise plan for child support in return
for a suspension of her suit." She dumped hot
coffee in his crotch and fled before Stanley could
recover, the donut man said.
Hazen Hill, leader of the Stanley suppor- :
ters, "Stanley's Stampers", met with newsmen at
his split level colonial ranch on Hardsscrabble
Road in Calais, telling them: "We are.in Augusta to demand fair treatment for Whitney. That
wicked woman (Ms. Grail —ed.) has set him up
because he beat her husband in last month's
championship. Foster has nothing to do with
this. We all have great respect for him. As for
his wife..." What he said cannot be printed.
Ms. Grail said she was going through despite threats on her health from "Stanley's Stompers". Flanked by an anonymous pair of dark
glasses, she said she wanted "a decent break for her
new little girl. It's only right that Stanley should
pay for his indecent advances."
She also said she had witnesses to support
her claim that Stanley accosted her in the men's
room of Hotel Etta, site of last year's Winternational Meet. She declined to name th ose witnesses.

IFL Soccer action was in full swing asTau Deft takes oh KDR/
(Photo Sheni DeLuca)

IJFX. Sports Roundup
In IFL soccer action this week Ice—9 and DKE jumpe i
to the 'A' league lead as both brought th eir records to 2—0.
Ice—9 defeated Tau Delt and DU while DKE trounced Santos and ATO.
In the 'B' Division.the International 'B's and Lj v...< '
Year's team sit atop their division with identical 2—0 records. The International B's won by a forfeit and 2-0 against Foss. Last Year's team is yet to be scored on, shut- .
ting out both Woodman and Ice—9 'B'.
Standings:

,

Division A:

Judge Bird set next Wednesday as the date
for a preliminary hearing.
i M 4^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

For one brought up on Fenway Park and downhome baseball, the National League baseball- emporiums,
such as Cinicy's Riverfront and Pittsburgh's Three
Rivers, drain the game of its flavor. Since when is
it normal for a hit to bounce over the head of ah outfielder? No longer will a World Series be decided by
a bad hop like Tony Kubek's mishap in i960..
Present day infielders enjoy neat, clean bounces w
at Astroturf speed. How luckyl
Watching one of these plastic extravaganzas,
I feel like.there is a little man with a magnet under
the field manipulating the players'.movements. He
also runs the omniscient scoreboard , chatting with
the crowd. Everything is mechanical. It's a'movie,
not a real sports event. Just like being at home watching
on TV. Surely the New Orleans's Supcrdome has

Ice—9 2-0
DKE
2-0
DU ; 1-1
Safltos l-l: ¦
Phi Delt 1-1
Tau Delt .0-1-1
KDR
0-1-1
ATO
0-2*

Division B:

;

International B '
Last Year's team
;; -;
•;-;¦- ;v- ' •'• Averill'- ' ':;
'^
,- 7
International A
Ice-9 B
Foss
L_2
Woodman

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2 ' ..
t 2 O

Intramural football action , played this week under
much better weather conditions saw fourteen games take pla
Eight games were played in the A division, while she w«re [
played in the B division. Most games went as expected,
with few changes in last weeks standings.
In A action, LCA-A ran its record to 4-0 with an 18-0
defe at of Zete and a 20-0 thumping of KDR. Most of the
latest blow for this "let's-dehumanize-sports-some-more" scoring punch was provided by Joe Johnson 's apparent succc
sor, Roger "Long Legs" Breene. TDP, however, kept pace
group.
And when Joe Garagiola's enormous bald head
and -upped its record to 3-0 by trouncing PDT 32-6 and
fills my television screen , I know the end is near.
then easily knocking DKE from the ranks of the undefeated,
"Atta boy, Joe; keep it up, Joe, great going, Jocj i
26-0. For TDP, Ed Ciampa and Wink Pollard did m ost
eat lead and die, Joe."
. .. (
of the damage against their opponents.
J
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * #
In other A action , Zete won its first game in a 1-1
week behind the strong play of Toleran ce Goo, KDR also
How nice it was this past weekend to h*!ar
went 1-1, and PDT and ATO continued their winless ways, b
dropping two games.
Alvin Dark tell us that his team, never beats itself!
And then to watch his boys, especially, old faithful
In B action, LCA B raised its record to 5-0 with &
Sal Bando and All-Star humbler Claudell Washington,
forfeit win over Dana 2nd and a 21-7 victory over previously undefeated Leonard. For LCA-B, Ned "Answer Man "
hand Luis Tiant enough runs for three victories. And
Lipes and Jim Crook carried the team after the injury to
thank you, Reggie Jackson, for telling us that the A's
themt-^ong was "For the Love of Money.1' Freddy Lynn veteran "Max" Murphy. Leonard, in its other game,
looked particularly non-p lussed when Reggie d isclosed his easily defeated Pi Lamb, 30-6, behind the play of Mr. T.V.,
•:
greedy side.
Robin Bourne. Idle Dana 1st though stayed up on top with
its 1-0 record. .
Congrats to the football White Mules. PlayIn other B action, the Bang Gang chalked up its first
ing away at Tufts has been a traditional bummer
for Colby gridsters. In 1973, they lost in the final
victory, an 8-6 victory over the Doodahs, while Dana 3rd
quarter on a 102 yard touchdown run of an interkept
¦¦ ¦ ¦¦the week
¦ pace with ATO ¦¦for
¦ ¦¦
¦ ' ¦ .' two
¦ ' ¦ forfeits.
,; ¦with
'
•
'
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'
•
•
cepted pass.
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'
Mr. Crdwell and Dean Gillespie had similar
responsesto questions concerning Security and
Administration policy about drug usage, specifically marijuana. Mr. Crowell said, "I've seen all
kinds of marijuana, smelled it, studied it, even
¦A. a^ 'AA:
-:. 7 —David Harris
seen it growing here." Crowell said.he does not
"take it upon himself' to check for drugs. Dean
On Thursday, October 2, Paul Schwaber lectured
Gillespie said, "While one hardly condones this
topic
entitled
toa capacity-crowd in Lovejoy 100 on a
sort of thing, one does not go looking for trouble".
"Scientific Art: The Interprei ation of Dreams. "
Colby is not protected from Maine laws where posSchWaber is Director of the CoUege of Lette
session of marijuana is a felony. (In March possesleyan University,''.ah associate of A^Western. New
sion of up to 1V_ oz. will be a misdemeanor punishEngland Institute for Psychoanalysis, and the coordinator
of Wesleyan's current study of^scientific creativity. He
able by a fine of $200, but no criminal record.) He
has written about Sigrrtiind Freud,icontemporary
added there is always the possibility of a police raid,
although one has not yet occurred.
poetry arid criticism,and relationships between
literature and psychology, and in this lecture conBoth Mr. Crowell and Dean Gillespie said they
centrated on Freud's mode of expression, particularly
would never go looking for evidence or people. Dean
ia. The Interpretation of Dreams (1900) and what
Gillespie said the college does not seek information
that writing style reveals of Freud's personality and
about student drug usage. He explained, "If so and
' , .•: ..
ideas. ';¦
so walked in here and said that so and so is smoking
The Interpretation of Dreams is probably Freud's .
marijuana, I could not bust him or her in good '.
most important and influential work, containing as
conscience." Detection oi smell by Security or_
it does "Freud's characterizing ideas and-presence'*
other people is not sufficient evidence according to
and laying the foundations-for what later developed
Mr. Crowell and Dean Gillespie. The administrainto modern psychoanalytic theory. Though unsure about the tion is concerned with behavior rather than the cause,
book's quality before its publication, thirty yean
;•- Dean Gillespie said. Gillespie and Crowell said the
later Freud was able to write, "It contains the most
college reacts to complaints by residents. In such
valuable of all the.discoveries it has been my good
an incident the dorm staff might be asked to confortune to make."
trol a situation or an individual might be warned
Freud, though an empirical scientist "worried
about complaint. Gillespie said the objective is to
about the stamp of science", was not concerned solely
protect the rights of everyone to live "with a minwith the radical new theories which he was proposing,
imum of hassle." Dean Gillespie also stated, what
but was also concerned about the way in which these
he termed as a non-administrative answer, "ventiideas could be most effectively presented.'He had
late rather than flushing it down the toilet and ner
ver sinning again."
developed his theories while treating and observing
"the most flamboyantly ill patients" but was convinced
that the dream pocesses "illuminate all psychic functioning and all civilizations." However he did not want
his ideas to be rejected because he had used patients
Paxil Schwaber s lecture "Scientific Art : The
as his subject matter.
Interpretatio n of Dreams was the first in a series of
Freud's solution to this problem was inspired.
lectures and seminars sponsored by the English Departmen
He decided to use his own dreams as material, in much the
called "Character, Voice, and Time: Studies in.
same way as St. Augustine including his Confessions
Biography, Literature, and History." The series will
in The City of God, or Rousseau integrating his
explore the proposition that these three aspects of
Confessions into The O rigins of Inequality; but he
human experience, and fields of study, must be considered
could not go too far for fear of exploding his crucial claim
together. All the lecturers are interested in the interplay
to normalcy. Presentation of his own dreams was
between literary criticism and psychoanalysis. Most
in conjunction with the massive task of a systematic
maintain that narrow Formalism and reductive
self-analysis, an undertaking which reflects Freud's
psychoanalysis have a common fault,"that both eliminate
self-discipline, courage, and commitment. The manner in
the world, the first in the name of a Actively autonomous
which Freud presents these dreams and their conclusions
text, the second in the name of a fictively exposed psyche,
exhibits the depth of perception and skill in expression
the lecturers have written about history as well as
which would later earn him the Goethe Prize for :
literature. ;Most believe that a study of history which does
German lettersj and leads some to speculate that had
cansiderJhuman
imagination is sterile, and that a study
Freud not becom e'a scientist he would have been, a: i
of literature which does not consider history is
>
novelist.
.
incomplete. The idea.of the series—one for it to affirm
The Interpretation of Dreams begins with a :
or quality or challenge-is that the most interesting
review of the existing literature on dreams and then
criticism is the kind which attempts the difficult tasks
launches into Freud's narrative, telling and interpreting
of attending to history, psychology, and literature
his own dreams in an autobiographical, fashion "seriously
at the same time. Biography is the genre of literary
yet with verve, attractively aware of the reader."
studies which m ost characteristically attempts this,
Freud can be considered "a realized narrator, enlisting
and so the series will be concerned with the nature and
sympathy and engaging ju dgement'' through prose
varieties of literary biography.
which is "clear, forceful and rich in allusion." Freud's
Each speaker will give a public lecture one evening 1
confession is then generalized into "Typical Dreams"
followed by a discussion period and a reception.
which include more technical material: stage of life
The next morning the speaker will conduct a seminar
dreams, achievement and guilt dreams, exhibitionist
for 15-20 people who have been willing to do some
dreams, flying dreams, dreams of the death of loved
homework, which will be announced in advance.
ones. At this point, he first refers to Oedipus and the
Those interested in the 'seminar should check with me,
Oedipal complex. Even here, th ough, he writes with
as there will have to be some limitation on the number
" a sociable impulse" and a "dialectical manner"of participants.
anticipating and responding to objections.
On November 19th Susan Kenney of Colby
Freud then concluded, "AH dreams fulfill wishes
will lecture about Virginia Woolf's madnesss and her
and a wish which is represented in a dream must
fiction. On December 1st Reeve Parker of Cornell
be an infantile one." "Infantile," defined not in a
University will talk about autobiography in and psychopejorative 'sense but in the sense of having originated
analysis of Hawthorne's short stones. Lecturers during
in childhood. He then continues in the remaining half
the winter and spring will be Douglas Archibald
of his book to describe how dreams are made and Ideates
(Edmund Burke and the Conservative Imagination),
Richard
Ellmann , Oxford University (Oscar Wilde
dreams as a connector with mental acts.
and
Lord
Alfred Douglas), Neil Hertz, Cornell UniverAlthough Freud's specific conclusion on dreams
sity
(George
Eliot). If his schedule permits, Robert
are still debatable, there is no doubt that The Interpretation of Dreams is the cornerstone of psychoanalytic
Coles will lecture and conduct a seminar in April.
theory, and that "it is no small mitter in the gradual
ascendancy of psychoan alysis since 1900 that Freud
wrote so well." .
Many of thc .250+ people in the audience, misinterpreting the title of the lecture, may have bee n
disappointed by Schwaber's not having dealt explicitly
with the complex and controversial subject of dream
interpretation , except in a Few of Freud' s examp les.
However, even to those students disappointed in that
respect or to those unfamiliar with Freud; Paul Schwaber 's
lecture was a compact package of information and
serves both as ain illustration of the often times, com plcmen
tary role of science an d Jirt, and as a useful introduction to Sigmund Freud's masterwork The Interpretatio n
: '. " " ' .
' - :' ::a :' ,;•' ' V7; " . "'
ofDream,
'. " ¦ "

Fr|M;S Interpret|.tion
of Dreams

English Lecture Series

Sunday Chap el Concert
—Becky Alex
A new series of concerts, known as "Sunday
Chapel Concerts", began last Sunday afternoon at
4:00 pm in Lorimer Chapel. The first concert was
a Colby faculty program, performed by Jean Roscnblum, flute and Professor Adel Hein rich, organ.
The repertoire was designed to reveal contrasts in
contem porary French and American music,
including Messiaiien's "Ascension Suite", Varese's
"Density 21.5 for unaccompanied Flute"', "Litanies" by Jchan Alain, "Suite Modale" and "Six
Preludes for Organ" by Ernest Bloch, and "Choral
Paraphrase, with Variations, on 'Hyfrydol'", from
"Four Choral Paraphrases on Hymns of Praise", by
Professor Heinrich. The highlight of the concert
was the beautiful duet of organ and flute in B loch's
"Suite Modale", reflecting the lifting tranquility of
the Sunday afternoon.
These concerts will take place frequently throu ghout the academic year, and are so designed to permit advanced mu_ic students at Colby , faculty members and local musicians to perform. The concerts
will be similar to Dietrich Buxtehu de's traditional
"Abendmusick". Buxtehude was a contemporary
of J.S. Bach, and his "Evening Concerts of Music"
became so famous that Bach himself walked many
miles to attend an organ concert of Dietrich Buxtehude. These concerts at Colby will provide an
opportunity to hear lesser-known music. Everyone is welcome free of charge whether they can
attend the full hour or not. Dates will be posted.

Colby College Trio
—Wendy Swallow
Last Friday nigh t Colby College was treated
to a concert of Beethoven, Faure and Shostakovich
as our own Colby College Trio, Dorothy Reuman,
cello; Lillian Garwood, piano;and Marcy Hallman,
violin ; made their first appearance in Bixler this year.
A moderate crowd of students and townspeople
braved the cold auditorium to hear the varied program
and all were rewarded, though not entirely as ex'
pected.
7
The Beethoven "Archduke" Trio, no. VII in
B-flat Major , had enticed many to attend, but the
Trio had some trouble pulling off this masterpiece
as a convincing work. It is long and the piano holds
the major role, which was executed with fine precision by Lillian Garwood , but the violin and cello
lacked the same clarity and accuracy, in all rendering the Beethoven interesting but somewhat of a
disappointment. The Faure was a slightly easier
piece, this beautiful trio the work of a contemporary, but nostalgic Romantic, composer. With
the Faure the violin and.cello seemed to suddenly
come together , and the piece was a pleasant surprise.
After a short intermission, the Trio returned to end
with the Shotakovich Trio. Despite a few problems
in the opening section that calls for tricky natu ral
harmonics from both cello and violin, a fault perhaps on Shatakovich's end rather than the performers, the piece took off in a highly percussive and
exciting flight whose largeness and extreme of dynamics, were sensitively handled. The Trio seemed to
have a firm understanding of the Russian elements
of the piece, especially the folk-like motives in the
last m ovements, and performed it with strength and
vitality,
A varied program and a varied performance.
Overall, an enjoyable evening capped b y the tribute to
Russia's great and energetic musician , the late Shostakovich.
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Colby College Trio perform a musical tribute

JEAN-LUC PONTY
E lectric Hysterics

Bosto n Contemporaries
Exhibit in Bixle y

f.ii

-Ed Harvey
night:
Saturday
a
lot
smaller
The Coffeehouse seemed
filli
ng
the
aisles
thc
walls
in
the
back,
people standing along
all over, and even sitting outside on the stairway up to the Loft
The amazing afternoon work of an ambitious (to say the
-Jenny Frutchy
least) Coffeehouse crew sh owed itself in a larger stage,
"Painted in Boston" is the current exhibit
along with a long anticipated Danf ord West Light Show.
of
nine
contemporary New England painters at
that
the
rumors
nasty
hadJieard
Those of us that
Art Gallery in Bixler. In a single glimpse,
the
waited
Jette
previous
nights
the
three
poorly
"band" had played
the
observer
is awed in many ways. Most initially
anyone
knew
,
before
But.
for
thc
tuning
to
end.
nervously
overpowenng
almost
an
say,
"I
think
it's weird."
into
launched
had
Ponty
it, Jean Luc
True,
the
viewer is confronted with an awethe
title
cut
from
Music,"
Wings
of
thc
rendition of "Upon
some display of the use of the canvas in its scale,
his new album. The song lasted nearly twenty minutesisetshape, colors, meaning, and most importantly,
ting the evening's mood. Ponty, his guitarist, and keyboard
its effects. This is the problem of the observer player all took excellent
to contemplate these more abstract works and
ting thc evening's mood. Ponty, his guitarist and keyboard
appreciate what the artist seeks to convey.
player all took excellent breaks. Most of the audience sat
Open your eyes as well as your mind. This
,
lost
in
the
electric,
demanding
their
seats,
on the edge of
exhibition
is not like a pleasant walk through the
the-music:
of
excitement
woods, but its nature is pensive and invites the
Throughout the evening, Ponty varied both his moodl
viewer to cope with thc problems and modes of
and his material, mixing enough mellow pieces in with the
contemporary art.
driving ones to sooth the cars of his listeners. He played
In an attempt to gain insight into the exhibit,
material from at least three different stages of his developit must be realized that contemporary art is still
ment; the European "free" scene of the early '70's, the
flourishing and in the exploration stage. There
Mahavishnu era, and a lot of tunes from his new album.
He made use of different electronic devices (phase shifters, a are still complex problems and theories that are
being explored by the artist — the relationshi ps of
specially designed Echoplex) to get a seemingly infinite
size, geometry, realism, direction, and cospace,
.variety of sounds from his violin. The audience awaited
approach
their
ears
lor.
For
example, "San Francisco from Fort
would
each turn of the dials to see what
(1973)
Barry"
by Susan Shatter exemplifies the
next.
spirit
of
a
vast
arena
of space in utilizing the simPonty was backed by a band of fine m usicians (from
plicity
of
a
few
hues
with subtle gradations in
Paris, Texas, Pittsburg, Greece, and Philadelphia , among other
color
values
extending
across thc two-dimensioplaces) able to provide the wall of music demanded behind
nal
surface
of
the
painting,
finall y showing the seem
his own playing. Yet they were talented enough to pull
ingly
infinite
background.
off one interesting break after another while Ponty was siAlong with Susan Shatter, James Weeks
lent.
stays
within
this subjective realist phase of moThe evening's best moments came with "Upon thc
dern
painting.
In "Promenade under the Trees"
Wings of Musk", another tunc from the new album called
(1975),
Weeks
imbues
the three figures with si"Bowing-Bowing", and the next to last song. During this
milar hues and values of the landscape thus'inpiece, Ponty, the guitarist, and the keyboardist fought a
tegrating the figures into the scenery. These
" solo battle" reminiscent of the old Mahavishnu Orchestra's Mc Laughlin — Goodman - Hammer battles. The song three figures are hardly separate people ; rather, they
become natural elements of the landscape itleft the audience shouting and clapping for more (a little
self!
Primal Therapy never hurt anyone!) for what seemed an
Greg Amenoff and Tom Shooter deal
hour or two, and Ponty took the stage one last time to
largely with color field relationships. Amenfinish off the night's madness.
off confronts spatial ambiquities and relationThank-you, Jean Luc, much.
ships with precise lines, shapes, directions, and
subtle color changes. Shooter, on the other
hand, challenges color control by working over a
rich surface with a wide range of effects of contrasting hues and tones by employing strips of
color, varying in width and length, as seen in "Song
for Eos" (1975).
Another aspect of this exhibition is thc
fact that modern art, to most of us, is a puzzling
surprise, Many are reluctant to face the abstract,
within the abstract itself. For example, in a few
paintings by Marilyn Grersbach , thc artist adds
and paints over lace within the work. She also
foregoes the stretched canvas. As we can sec,
th e works arc stapled to the walls. She often
divides her paintings into parts and it is our problem to relate each of these to a constructive
whole. Jack Wolfe, too, surprises us with a sudden intensification of the abstract surf-tee by interjecting a bright contrasting display of color and form
as seen in "Chellir" (1975).
These paintings of Boston by Greg Amenoff ,
Paul Brown , Marily Grersbach , Todd McKie, Susan Shatter, Tom Shooter, Andrew Tavarelli ,
James Weekes , and Jack Wolfe , must be viewed
with an increasing sensitivity.- We need to look
at the whole and explore the relationship of parts
in effective manners, optically and artistically.
We are constantly plagued with the problem that
there is more than meets the eye. There is an impact, an order, and control that we are invited to exp lore within the theories and subtleties of contemporary art;
JJLjJwJUSJlJJUaJwJwJL ^
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Concerned with a director who is about to
begin a film, "8V_ " is the most directly autobiographical (with the possible exception of "Amacord")
of Fellini's films. 'Ostensibly about the making of
a film , "8fc" is more importantly a fragmented
history of the director's life (Fellini as stunningly
portrayed by Marcello Wastroianni ), Oscilating between past and present, the people and situations
of the director's life are unveiled by a process of
jux taposing immediate reality with dream sequences ,
' ¦ ' . ..
of the past,
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JULIET MILLS * j«sic. • RICHARD JOHNSON dm* .
*

w ith ELIZABETH TURNER* DAVID COLIN, Jr. Directed by OL IVER HEL LM$ fr .
_________
Screenplay by RICHARD BARRETT , color by DELUXE
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Federicb Fellini's "8!_ "
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While the film is an in tellectual feat , its cere- ¦ Z
•
bral qualities can be ignored and one can delight
*
¦
¦
'
¦
¦
'
'
6_
.
in its visual effects. The general ambience the
*
film , its costumes, colors, settings; the transfers be- . h ,.
"
tween dream and reality, are so delightful thnt the
¦
••
*
m
is
somewhat
eclipsed.
eaning
question of
The film's positive conclusion, a regally staged ¦
synthesis of the director's fragmentary history, is " 'm
indicative of Fellini's brillance. He is one of the few £
h
moidern film directors that can be optimistic and
,
' "
also possess a correct perception of the world,
¦
>
Admission OncDollar (Cheap).
_ .
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ViviV eh Espana
. • —Andrew. Gleeman

Outing Club: Comin g Events
Nancy Noreen, President
Colby Outing Club

The Colby Outing Club welcomes you and your
family
to participate in outdoor activity in Maine.
• Before departing for Spain, many people will
Weekends
in Maine's spectacular wild areas (hiking,
be finding themselves in the same situation that I
canoeing, cross country skiing, snowshoieng, rock
found myself in a little less than six months ago.
climbing, and trail maintenance), clinics, and on-campus
You're trying to make the traumatic decision as :
activities (lectures, films, and square dances) are some .
to whether or not you should come to Spain to live and
a
year.
If
you have already made the choice
study for
of the events that occur throughout the year. Colby
(the only choice), then comes the equally difficult
Outing Club equipment (from snowshoes to rock climbing
decision concerning where you ' will live during your
equipment to packframes to books and magazines)
stay inSpain. The decision is so difficult simply because - is available for your use as well. You are invited to
you just don 't know what the story is with living
come down to thc equip ment room in Johnson basement,
situations over here. Like I said, I've just been that route,
look
around , and check out what is available. (Hours
and I know "it ain't easy." At the time, I would
are
1:30
to 2:30 Monday thru Friday and 6:00 to 7:0O
have really welcomed any.information on what I might have
Monday thru Thursday.) Memberships (which entitle expected to find in Spain concerning living situations.
you to use of any C.O.C. equipment throughou t the
And to have an article such as this m ade available to
me, I would have given anything—possibly even my
year) are four dollars. Family memberships are available
English/Spanish - Spanish/English pocket dictionary.
for eight dollars. The club bulletin board outside the
It-is to you people that I direct this article.
Spa keeps all informed about lectures, clinics, and trips.
Basically, you have a choice between four types
Stop down and sign up for a trip !
of living situations. You can live:
join us!
a.) in a colegio mayor
'V
b.) with a Spanish family
c.) in a pension .
_d.) in an apartment
A colegio mayor is not sim ply a dormitory.
It's similar to what you would expect to find on any U.S.
college campus; maybe a little larger. Most of the people
living there are Spaniards attending the University
of Madrid. They're nice buildings with all the modern
conveniences: chairs, windows, beds, running water,
etc. Some people object to the curfew, in the sense
—Rob Fitzgibbons
that they lock the doors at night (2 a.m. mas o menos). The
singular best thing about them is that you can be
For the second weekend in a row the Colby Outin constant contact with native, fluently Spanish
ing Club ventured into the wilderness of northern
speaking Spaniards.
Maine. Spirits rode high due to the deceptivel y beauLiving in an apartment, if you're lucky, may be
tiful weather of Friday afternoon. After reestablishthe most economical way to do it. Once you get
ing
base camp at Roaring Brook, an advanced group
here and find out how much this" country has to
of three pitched an assault cam p at Chimney Pond.
offer and how many places there are to be seen,
A
support group of seven found themselves behind
you can't help but start becoming conscious of saving
schedule
and were forced to ascend the Chimney
your pesetas for this trip or that vacation. In an apartPond
Trail
under cover of rain and dusk. The surrment, you can live pretty much where you wiant, with
ounding darkness was pierced only by three flashlights
whom you want and eat what you want, when you want.
and persistant cries "Uncle Howie, where are we?"
I would not, h owever, recommend planning to get to
Madrid and start it all off by apartment hunting. The
Arrival at Chimney Pond found the original assault
first few weeks in Madrid are exciting, very busy . v.
team perplexed over the operating procedure of the
-_id^xhiJLj ^
official Outing Club stoves. ...
registration, classes, going; to tne mesones, going ' -¦"
The other half of the expedition was awakened
to Hollywood, eating octopus and squid, learning to
Saturday
morning by persistant threats to the well
¦
>
enter a bus by the back door, etc. That's not really
being of their loft. Dead mice were found bathing
the time to have to hassle with cooking, laundry,
in
the "Big Pot". Members of Roaring Brook campand Spanish landlords. What many people do is start
and
then
(perfamily
,
in
a
pension
or
with
a
site
arrived just late enough to avoid washing breakfast
by living
haps for their second semester) getting some friends together dishes. Members of the expedition were obviously disgruntled after having a nearl y sleepless night and being
to look for an apartment. No doubt— it can be a blast!
All of my apartment dwelling buddies really loved their
unable to climb a mountain officially "closed". Due
set-ups. Troubles may develop when a budd y tenant moves, to the negligence of an unnamed Outing Club viceleaving his share of rent and utilites to be paid by those
president two members of the assault team were
left behind. Also, there is a tendency for Americans
forced to retreat to Millinocket to find the fuel for the
to live together; progress in Spanish often suffers.
evening'
s dinner. This is no easy take as the commuPads sometimes become hangouts for a few students
nity
of
Millinocke
t had to be convinced that white
who never ad just.
gas actuall y exists. A return to Chimney Pond found
A colegio m ayor or an apartment is a place to eat,
relax (un poco), study (mucho), and sleep while you're
the assault group minus four members. Gaining entry
very bushed trying to.do Spain. On the other hand , living
to the warden's abode was finally accomplished after
continued on pg. 15
having given ourselves up to the proper "spirits".
Fantasies aside, Sunday morning yielded weather
bey
ond
all of our hopes. The atmosphere was crystal
A ppalachian Trail Crew
clear with a noticeable lack of wind. Breakfast was
eaten rap idly under an Alpine glow that encompassed
Last weeken d Colby Corps of Engineers built 7
Baxter Peak. The previous evening 's contingency plans
25 waterbars on the section of Appalachian Trail
were violentl y tossed aside as the onl y course of action
which scales Barren Ledge. Chief engineer Hubbe was
asked to explain what a waterbar is, its fun ction , and
was apparent Mid-morning found the team firmly imhow you place one on the trail.
planted on Pamola Peak, all unwilling to return withusually
4-8
feet
long
(depending
A waterbar is a log,
out an attempt to cross the Knife Edge. The obviou s
on the width of the trail) and 6-10 inches in diameter.
resulted. Views beheld from the edge were superb'.
It is placed at an angle of at least 30 degrees to the trail in
The most difficult ascent proved to be that into our
order to divert water off the trail, thereby eliminating
cars on Sunday afternoon. You could not have a
one of nature's prime erosive forces-moving water.
nicer weekend.'
In placing a water bar, one should be careful
that diverted water cannot run back onto the trail.
COLBY OUTING CLUB INFO
U se your im agination and thoroughly "check out"
Equipment Room located in Johnson
the trail before you make your placement decision,
basement is open :
Make sure the drainage ditch is wide enough wh ere
1:30 to 2:30 pm Monday through Friday
it leaves the trail so it doesn't become.clogged with
6:00 to 7:00 pm Monday thr<$Jh Thursday.
debris, Water bars need to be checked and cleaned
*? **#
out annually to insure adequate drainage.
Equipm ent goes out Thursday night for the
weekend. All members are entitled to use ot equipThc bar is placed in a prepared excavation and
ment. Phone number of the equi pmen t room is
secured by packing small rocks and dirt around it.
;.
,,
873-2960.
The downhill side of the bar should be flush with
Many
activities
are
planned
onl
y
on
e week in
'
the trail while the uphill side is graded away from the
advance.
All
club
activities
are
posted
on
the bulbar, Wood en stakes should be driven in at both ends ,
letin
board
outside
the
spa.
A
planned
meeting
of the log arifl on either side to help secure it.
is held once a week (6:30 pm Sunday) in the eMartin Hubbe, in charge of the Erosion Control '
qui pment room for the club officers and,others •
Program for this steep section of Appalachian Trail
who wish to help out with club activities,
stated that the 25 water bars put in hist weekend will, ,"
'
- : -M. Hubbe ,
„
hel p keep the trail from "running down the mountain!''

KATAHDIN

Bigelow or Bust!
-Photo by Barbie McCarty

ON THE ROAD

—Barbie McCarty
¦
The Bigelow Range Trail is a nine mile stretch
'
of Appalachian Trail which begins on Maine 27 near
Stratton and finishes on top of Avery Peak. It is a
beautiful hike through the woods, rocks and open
ridges of the Range. Although the length of the hike
precludes the endurance of the novice hiker, the
climb is not a technically difficult one. For those in
good condition and with a strong will, it is a glorious
way to enjoy the Maine autumn weather at its height.
The access road to the A.T. intersects Rt. 27
about V_ mile west of the Sugarloaf entrance. On
the right , a dirt road is marked by a few scattered
ski houses. Follow the access road about V_ mile to
the sign indicating the relocation of the A.T., or
about 5 miles to the markers for the old A.T. Parking
is available at either point." Warning — the road
is in poor condition and low to the ground vehicles
risk destruction !
.
Each trail has distinct advantages. In my opinion ,
the new A.T. is a nicer hike, although longer, because
of the dense woods and occassional panoramic clearings. The old A .T. is shorter, but substan tially steeper and less scenic. In two or three hours the trails
meet at the Horn 's Pond lean-to. There one can rest,
enjoy the lake and indulge in the fresh spring water.
An unusual .type of Canadian Jay inhabits the shelter. The handsome birds are so tame that they will
eat your lunch right out of your hand! Also look for
Grousling partridges, who sneak around the bushes
hoping for a left-over crurnb.
After the Horn 's, the trail ascends sharply for
an hour or two up to West Peak - thc highest point
of the day 's journey. On a clear day , Mt. Katadhin ,
and Washington are visible, as well as any Hanggliding action on Sugarloaf. The MATC says the view
is second only to that of Katadhin in Maine.
Descending the ridge, one soon arrives at the Avery
shelter, where the trail intersects with the Fire Warden 's
Trail. At this point, the A.T. continues another halfmile to Avery Peak , a somewhat anti-climatic finish after the thrill of West Peak. For an easy descent, return to the Fire Warden's Trail at Avery
shelter. This is a poorly marked, but well-worn path
which ends exacdy where the old A.T. begins. Pay
careful attention at the fork about an hour and a half down.
There is a tiny sign which simply says Trail -—
indicating the right hand path. The left fork is a long
and not very scenic detour to No Man's Land. (Take
it from one who has blown it three out of three times!)
If your car is stationed by the old A.T. you are all set
at the bottom. The new A.T. is another three and a
half miles down the road.
If you leave Waterville by 8 am , the trip is possible in a day. Otherwise, camping at the bottom or in
either of the huts is advisable. A lovely way to end the
perfect day is with a beer at the Red Stallion Inn , on
the Carabassett Road or some delicious hom e-made
pie from the Shamrock Cafe, Skowhegan.
r
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ENDURING PERSONAL EXPRESSION

:—

Student Association Has Yet To Finalize Budget
Bob Anderson attempted to begin Monday 's Stu-A
meeting at a fast orderly pace. Initially there was an almost
rarefied calm over the 50 or _0 people present. Scott
M cDermott mentioned that the 80 interviews for committee
selection were over, and an approval of the minutes of
September 22 and 29 swept through. The first major item '
of the night was the ratification of various new clubs .and
organizations. The pace of the meeting remained steady
as the French Club and the Women 's Organization were ratified after one or two discrepancies in each were corrected.
At thispoint in the meeting, a little less than an
hour later, Howi e Tutt man emerged fro m his temp or ary
conferen ce room at Delta Upsilon to say that he still had
a few budget grievances to negotiate. (Howie had already
spent over two solid weeks on budgets.) So for thc moment , Announcements moved up on the schedule.
Phil Lee was the first to speak, concerning a student
communication system. The purpose, he explained, was
to provide a technical grapevine in each fraternity, dormfloor and somehow to off-campus members, as to what in
general would be provided for students at Colby. This
network would also be used as a medium for Student feedback. Actually the system has not been functionally organized, and anyone who is interested in participating
et in tou ch with
should
Phil.
^
Bob Anderson mentioned next that as yet very little has been done to ob tain a new Dean of Students. Andcr
son said he was forming an investigative committee which
might get students in or around the selection process. The
Deans of Students and their powers at other schools are .
also being checked out.
¦, Howie Tuttman then
appeared and a discussion of the
several remaining budget complaints began. Theoretically,
each contested item would be given ten minutes for debate,
and another ten minutes if so voted by the executive board.
Non-contested items would be limited" to board discussion
only. At any rate, each contesting speaker took great advantage of the time given to argue 'a cause. About 2500
dollars was awarded to these various groups, with an appropriately large sum being set in reserve for budget overflow andunforcseendifficulties.
The Photography Club was first on the agenda, reques
ting a $225 raise to help support the addition of a new"4
X5" camera. This eventually developed into a long debate,
as Joel Horn gave an impressive list of reasons for the extra
sum. The request was denied. Also discussed was a minimum profit factor in the new Photography Club store to
maintain stocks. Students can get a 25% discount.
Next, Film Direction questioned a $250.00 cut over
las t year 's budget, about two m ovies worth, he said. The

argument involved poor student participation in the past
y ear , and incidentally, a $35 0 bud get overshot. They promised to revamp the organization and provide more publicity. George Apter moved for a $125 incre ase , which was
passed.
P.I.R.G. had thc largest demand of the night, requesting an extra $2000, for a total of $7000. The increase
would have been for publicity and to keep the workers on
issues and less on fund raising. Anderson asked if P.I.R.G.
affected Colby s tuden ts "to the tune of three or four bucks
apiece. " The reply was that P.I.R.G. was only two years
old and needed some money to grow on, and that P.I.R.G.
was a "gamble worth taking" in order to avoid isolation
fr om important public issues. Unfortunately, other budgets
would necessarily have been adjusted to accomodate this
request. In a move by Spencer Aitel^ $500 extra was voted
to P.I.R.G.
- Women 's Organization spokeswoman Judy Fairclough
questioned a $160 cut in their projected budget of $580.
Thc budget -was difficult to plan and organizc-because the
group is only a week old. After an itemized list was given
there was a conservative budget estimate of $730, the difference with the projected budget to be made up by admission charges. Here, Ed Harvey mentioned that Cultural
Life might be able to handle some of thc films and speakers. An increase of $155 was voted down, but $75 was
awarded.
Supposcdtyythis issue was the last of those given debate by organizational representatives, but in several of the
consequent issues, more ten minute debates occurred. The
first of these involves the Center for Coordinated Studies,
who received no m oney from the Association. The source .
of a 600 dollar budget requested for various activities and
a Jan Plan was brought into the question. George Apter
asked, "Where .does it become student-organization responsibility to fund things the college won 't?" Anderson spoke
next, suggesting that this issue be tabled for one week to
determine alternate means of funding.
J ohn Muicahey spoke for Powder and Wig. Mulcah ey
said that the amount given plus donations ($3700) was a bare
working minimum. With 8 shows planned at an allowance of
5 00 d oll ars per sh ow , which often covers only royalty fees ,
most shows lose money. In addition , renting the Op era
House ($140 a night) and sharing equipment maintenance fees
with Stu—A would tend to further complicate the situation.
This issue was referred to a later date.
Lastly, MindySilverstein of thc Dance Club requested
additional fi_nds ,expressi_ig a predicament similar to that of
Powder and Wig, as well as t he adde d cos ts of possibl y morr
than one performance . She said that the club might charge .

admission in upcoming performances. This issue was alsotLj
' ¦' . "¦ ' '- ¦' .. ,referred to a later date.
Matters concerning t he Chess Club, the Acapella
!,.
sing ers , Senior Class money, the ECHO salary put, budgets ^
for reli gious organizations and Radio Colby were settled. .
Radio Colby will buy a new transmitter this year. The Pe- '
quod, with a new four issue format j 3 p oetry, 1exclus- ..'.
ively for arts and photography on better paper, was also
given its original budget request.
All in all; the budget allocation process is a complex _,.
time consuming activity. The meeting went fronr 7:00 pm
;' ¦
to 11:00 and only about one half of the budget articles
wer e" examined. Bob Anderson has airranged to finish the ;'• -' !
'-" '" "-A'A
job next Monday at 5:30 pm.
^
STUDENT ASSOCIATION OFFICE ' • •:'' ;
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE & voffi ce hours
Ext. 291 (not yet installed)
.

. A.
; . ..

Bob Anderson; Executive Chairperson
M-Th 7 :00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Spen cer Aitel, Social Life Chairperson
^ 3-2281
Th 1:30-2:3 0/cvenings call
George Apter, Public Information Chairperson
M,W 3:O0-4:OO/T ,Th 9:00 a.m.-10;0qa.m.
Scott McDermott, Committee Chairperson
¦
- '" '".
; M-W 2 :00-3 :00
.

_

Howie Tuttman, Treasurer
T 9:30 a.m.-l 1:00 a.m.
(at Treasurer's office ext. 217) '

Ed Harvey, Cultural Life Chairperson
T, Th 1:30-2:30

*Martha Nist, Student Representative to the
Board of Trustees
W-4:00-5:00 (other weekday afternoons
-4-5, ext. 591)
. *Chuck Clark, Student Representative to the •;
Board of Trustees
Sa. 12:00-1 :00 -
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" ' "-' Minorities ^ continued from pg. i '"r
¦
.
Runnals — continued from pg. 1" ' ». .
; she graduates after first. semester this year. She hoped
are many drawbacksto this spot, according to ECHO editor
Kent
Wommack, "though the room was the largest available,
would
be
concerned
enough to continue
someone
it
is
still
smaller than our present spot and we are already
.
especially
after
she
leaves.
Gloria
hoped
efforts
cramped
for space.** Also, the location is far removed from
add
the,
faculty
i
competent
full-time
ky- would
to
"rity professor capable of initiating needed programs here, the campus as a whole, and access to facilities may be diffi' . . cult, particularly when the Field House is locked." Seeing
also thought, that Venture Funds should be used .
some of Stu—A's relocation problems, Kent is also conthis purpose and for the other proposals. She added ,
cerned about such essential;itejns as a telephone. "We are
thing
that
can
be
done
now
is
to
sit
only
around
k
hot
real pleased but are resigned to the fact", adds co-editor
to
see
what
the
administration
does.
We've
wait .
Kobin
Sherwood. "However, the ECHO would be given
"
we
can."
lC all
priority when it comes to the allocation of room next year,
Following is a summary of the proposal submitted
we would hope." After the ECHO goes to the Field House,
he Student Affairs Committee on April 18, 1975 i
probably arounrd the end pf-October, they hope to set' up a
The Committee on the Future of Minority Students
more convenient location where articles may be turned in
Spanish Surnamed Students at Colby College proposes:
and edited. hat the Board acknowledge the commitment stated
In contrast to Stu—A and ECHO, the other organiza971 , even if it is initiated in 1975;
^
tions
are
either temporarily relocated or are pleased with
""
l_tafuU-u^minorities recrui-» ^
new locations. Powder and Wig, the organization which
their
y group) be employed specifically to recruit hihorities; j
will benefit most (along with the rest of the camhat the AdmissionsOffice seek candidates in other
pus of course) from the new theater,is being inconirap hical locations aside fro m the areas already represented; venienced
along with everyone else. Shows this year Will
Iat the concept of spring orientation for pre-freshmen
be more expensive to put on,since Powder and Wig has to
xpanded to include guidance counselors and possibly
rent space, particularly at the Opera House in Waterville.
cipals; .
The extra money for this willbe corning from many places
hat a few positions in such departments as Religion,
Stu—A, the English Department and hopefully other
iputer Science, Biology, Administrative Science, etc.,
sources. ,
tantcd to. individuals who are primarily academicians
Another problem for P&W is storage space. They
ilso to those,who are extremely innovative in their
must remove all their equipment — props, costumes, flats,
cctive fields or those who have,niade tremendous contriand lumber — from Runnals before the conversion begins
onsandLwould enhance the community;
Mr. O'Conner of the Food Service has kindly provided
hat two new positions be created in two, of the three.
some storage room for the larger flats, and costumes will
s, Afro-American Culture, Native American Studies
be going into a limited access area. However, much extra
Third World Studies;
equipment will have to be disposed of in a major house- _.
he initiation of three new faculty positions, one in
cleaning, particularly excess lumber. It is not yet certain
.Word Studies, the second should be a Cultural Anthro
what
will be done with these materialsbut maybe they
gist , and the Third versed in the history and culture
can
be
used constructively or sold somewhere instead of
e Third World Nations;
being
junked. Dick Sewell, director of theater arts
just
iat the three new fields, Afro-American Culture, Native
on
campus
and advisor to Powder and Wig, commenting
rican Studies, and Third World Studies, should be
on
the
inconveniences
to be incurred this year says, howt in conjunction with the Interdisciplinary Studies
"It
is
well
worth
it
to get a real theater at Colby."
ever,
'
ram ;
"""
.'
Sigma Kappa and Chi Omega |
The
two
sororities,
lecture /seminar course which would consis£_of several
are
m
oving
out
of
Runnals
in the next couple of weeks
ms versed in their respective disciplines or prominent
but
will
be
returning
at
the
end of the school year. In
iduals in their fields to participate in the course ;
the interim. Sigma will be meeting in the chapel lounge
hat a Black Cultural Center be considered for either
or the chapel itself and Chi O will be meeting on second
ew student center or as part of the Roberts Renovation.
floor Roberts. This change should not cause too much
trouble except for private occassions and spontaneous
functions, since rooms have to be reserved farther in advance. Moreover, there is a concern, according to PanHellenic Council president Jennifer Easton, that there '
willnot be enough room for the sororities once they do
move back because their present rooms arc becoming in7
adequate.
"Mary Low Basement is the new location for the
Student Organizaton for Black Unity (SOBU) whose former room on third floor Runnals will be destroyed to put
in a new stairwell. Their new room is larger than the old
one and has already been repainted. The Coffeehouse has
a
l-_-_----------^r--li--------------^----------R-r '^
also successfully relocated itself , from the basement of
ow
Runnals to the Loft in Roberts Union. Though the move
n
e ore s
will take some getting used to, acoustically and otherwise,
JPeter Woodhouse, Coffehouse coordinator, characterizes
it as "overall a good change" and the best move possible
under tne circumstances. .
The Public Information Research Group (PIRG),
which
had a corner of the Stur-A office in Runnals now
_^_^_^_B_^^^_^_^_^_H_J-_----&9--B
has a corner of the Stu-A office in Roberts. This arrangement should work well. "We hold our meetings in lounges,"
explained PIRG Chairperson Janet McLeod , "so all we .
really need is an accessible place for a desk and files."
, Although George Apter ternis some of the afore.mentioned inconveniences, experienced by most groups,
"a harassment through negligience," the success of many
of the relocations btdies that general characterization. How§V , f^ P^^
Pacific Trail
ever, the permanent relocation of five organizations who previously occupied Runhals emphasizes thc growing need .to
Woplr ich
find open space on campus and to fairly allocate that space.
Also, the relocation procedure shows some of the
__________H
Comfy Quilt
strong and weak points that went into the planning of the
Runnals conversion , and raises questions about the foresight and planning involved in other building, renovating
and relocating projects at Colby.
¦
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"- Suss — continued from page 4.
Prof. Suss. No, I think it has a long way to go.
I think that we must liave, to begin with, a facility
that will fulfill the netfds of educational theater. Then
we must have a program that will use that facility in
an educational way. Those are the two essentials,
and from my point of view, at least one of them is so
far off, I don 't even see it as a possibility.
Thank you, its been a pleasure talking with
you.
Prof. Suss. Okay, I was glad to tell you whatever
I could.
m i
Espana — continued from page 13. ------------with a Spanish family is an experience in itself and very
much a complement to the experience of doing Spain in
general. If you elect a colegio mayor or an apartment,
you can be reasonably sure that everything will be okay.
The family situation, however, involves a bit of luck. By
that I mean, it all depends on the family you get. There's
always the chance thai the situation may not satisfy you
.
for any number of reasons.
Just like the o the. living siutations, this one too,
has its "cons," althoilgii I have yet to find any worth
worrying about. As you live with them, you begin
to learn a bit about that much discussed Spanish
mentality and personality. To say the least, it's not America!
It's.. .uh, different. To <ome to Spain with the intention of learning the language and history, you've got
to learn something about the pepple who live here
who are responsible for it all. There's no better way
to start than to live with them.
I have one final (but very important) bit of advice con
cerning your first impressions of Spain : don 't go by them.
When you first land, this is one strange place. You are
amazed at .how fast they rattle their native tongue. -You
realize that you're no longer in good old Spanish class with
your good old slow-speaking prof in the good old U.S. — .,
you are in Spain, and you will love it more with each week
you live here. I did.
It is important ( and really comforting for your
prospective "adoptees") to know that the deal does
not have to be binding or permanent throughout your
stay in Madrid . If you ju st can 't cut it with the economics,
the people, the food , the location , etc., you can move.
-You may feel that you have an obligation (financial)
to them. The families selcted for us usually want to
supplement their incomes by taking in a student.
You have a larger responsibility to yourself. It 's as
simple as that. On the other hand , if you get adopted
by the right people, you'ie all set. It's a tremendous experience and an excellent opportunity for speaking Spanish
Of course, I can only speak about my own family, but my
feelings and experiences are those shared by many friends
who Were also pleased with their family set:ups.
The apartment (which is what all studenttaking families live in) isn't Central Park West, but
it's nice, clean and comfortable. My grandmotherlytype senora can't feed hie enough , and oh!—can she
cookj She cleans my private room , does my laundry
and sews my socks. What more could I ask for? That's
better service than I get at horn e, let alone at school ! The
rest of the family is always helpful and willing to do
anything to make me comfortable.
i i ™ Pequod — continued from pg. 7 .
;' '
Lastly, there will be a separate issue of the Pequod
coming out in the spring, completely devoted to photography, and graphic arts. This issue will be printed on the
best quality paper we can afford. .
In passing I would like to point out that newsprint
is becoming rn ore popular for the publication of poetry
and prose. In fact , the Pequod of two years ago was published on newsprint. "The American Poetry Review" has
had a great deal of success with newsprint, getting it into
news stands as obscure as Joe's Smoke Shop.
Please submit copy to: P<quod , box 900 Roberts Union;
Pequod , Coburn mail center; Drop off in drop box (Eng. dept
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Wi lkommen
Johann Sebastian B

The Dana HaS! Blues

•¦ —Nancy Daly
If you are interested in some good food and
a scenic drive to Oakland think about J ohann Sebastian
B, a restaurant opened this summer by Professor Kueter
of Colby's German Department . You will be faced with a difficult choice among the German , Austrian ,
Swiss and French entrees.
Professor Kueter , who is still teaching full-time, has
always had an interest in cooking. During the summer , he did all the cooking at J ohann Sebastian but
he has since hired someone to mana ge and cook.
The new chef , though an American , has been schooled in
the German Culinary arts by Herr Kueter. The name
"J ohann Sebastian B" was chosen due to Herr Kueter 's interest in music. The "B" of course stands
for Bach and that is what you will be entertained
with during dinner.
For his restaurant , Herr Kueter chose a typical old
Maine house. Four rooms on-the ground floor serve as
dining rooms , several include crackling fires in large
stone fireplaces. In total , they can seat approximately 40 people divided among the rooms in fairly
intimate groupings. In decorating, they have mainOakland home is transforme dinto
tained alot of the original flavor of the house , exan excellent restaurant by Colby professor.
posing much of the polished wood floors. Diners .
enter via a veranda whi ch contains an anti que piano.
-Photo by Mario Cardena s
The paintings on the walls add a contemporary
touch! Many Colby peop le will recognize the Meader style
there. Generally, it presents a more home-like atmosphere than usual in restaurants.
Johann Sebastian B has received a good re—J udy Faircloug h
sponse since its opening. " The clientele being comThe Colby Women 's Organization is not a sewing
posed of local residents as well as Colby affiliates.
circle,
nor it is a radical feminist movement. It is
Appetizers include : Escargot in mushrooms ,
a
relatively
new campus group, formed to directly
Herring salad , Crepes and even spinach pie or "Spabenefit Women, and to ultimatel y serve all of Colby.
nakopeta ". They range in price from $1.50-$3.50. Entrees
One main objective of the organization is to def ine,
which are in the area of $5.00-$7.50, include soup and sastudy, and react to problems of major concer n 7
lad. I tasted the lentil salad. It was tangy and different.
to women. One such problem is that of adequate
^
The soups change every night. The one they serve d .
health care. Steps must be token to change the tofuTnary
the evening I was there contained lemon , chicken
procedure regarding birth control. Last M onday night; -'
step one was completed—an informal discussion was
and egg among other things and was excellent. Aheld
between Dr. Dore and all men and women interest ed
mong the Entrees are : Sauerbrate n, or roast marinated beef;
in
the
problem . As a result of this discussion, further
Kassler Rippchen , pork loin; Chicken J .S.B.; several
action
is being taken and a solution will hopefully
types of sausages , Weisswrust and Bratwrust; Fondue
:¦ ' _: •
result.
and Crepes. I sampled the beef fondue , which runs
Another purpose of the Worn en s Organization
about $11.00 for two people. You receive a plate
is to enhance the level of awareness of women 's contriof beef cubes and a plug-in fondue cooker. Your
bution to society. This is beneficial to both men and
meat quickly cooks and then you can dip it into one of two women , for we can all learn from the accomp lishments
great sauces. For another $2.00 you can choose dessert
of others. Throug h "New Feminist Talent , Inc. ", we
hope to bring at least one woman speaker up from
from a plate full of German and Austrian pastries.
New York City. One possibility is Erica J ong, poet ,
Due to town ordinances , J ohann Sebastian
and
author of Fear of Flying. Ms. Jong is also willing
does not have a liquor license. You may bring your
to
conduct
workshops. Another possibility is Ann
own alcoholic sustenance. Patrons arrive with botScott , vice-president of the National Organizati on for
tles jutting from th eir pockets or tastefull y wrapped .
"
'
Women. Dr. ,Scott , PhD, isvery invplyed poUticaJy
in brown paper bags. There are entrees suitable for red
with women s rights * She is currently tn charge of
countering opponents of the Equal Rights Ammendand for white wines. Even beer freaks will feel comment. Another possible speaker is Jennifer Macleod ,
fortable with the sausage dishes.
author and doctor of psychology. Dr. Macleod stresses
the fact that sexism must be eliminated from our
All in a ll , the food and the atm osphere desociety.
serve a visit. To get there from Colby , take the road
There is also a lot of local talent in Mai ne.
out past the soccer field , cross 95 on the bridge and
's organization hopes to bring the following
The
women
go strai ght on the road towards Oakland , when the
speakers
to
Colby : Sally Colby, Registered Nurse
road ends , turn left onto Rt. 23. J ohann Sebastian
at Waterville Family Planning ; Allison Cheek , EpisB is about a mile and a half further on the right hand
copalian minister; May Sarton , acclaimed author , now
side of the road. Because they are only open Thurs residing in York , Maine.
day , Friday and Saturday evenings , you are encour A panel discussion consisting of women p rofessors
aged to make reservations in advance.
of Colby is also being planned. Questions to be discussed
are the working wom an and her family , and the choice of
professi onal occupatio n versus the fam ily.
Workshops are also being arranged. The Maine
Feminist Health Project, who gave a self-help presentation last spring, will most likely return to Colby this
______________________
Cv
year. Also, U. M aine Farmington offers a peer-counseling
course. The Women 's Organization will invite them .
to Colby, and if this is not possible, Colby students
will receive peer-counseling instr uction at Farm ington.
This would serve' to increase communication between
Colby students , for often a non-m edical opinion is
desired. .
» AlBtehto Iht Mr. to w t K t h ip tlsll "S
T he Colby Women 's Organization also has
a
literature
group under way, This group is open to anyone
Saturda
y
open, Thursday, Friday, 4
' reading and discusjing literary works ,
interested
in
from 6:00 PM to 11:00 PM
of importance and relevance to worn en.
BYOB and enjoy our unique atmosphere
, The first step toward.raisjn g women's conscious*
Swiss
,
French
Featurin g German, Austrian ,
*
ness at Colby htm been completed. The grou p Has grown
sp ecialtieaand three fire places
from last year 's six, to already, abou t forty, interested
325 Fairfield St. F or Reumdom oatt
students. New members are always welcome to the
(Rt W
Colby Women's Or ganization. The meeting *are usually
1S&24Q7
Oakkml,m ^
on Thursday *,at 6 p.m., in the Chapel Lounge.
held
1f c%%

Wom en's Grou p Expands

& Jtt ^ %

*? ^^^ ft *

—Al McKuen
Dana Hall , the largest dormitory on campus ,
houses 204 students. This is a major reason for Dana
being one of the least p opular residen ces on campus.
Althoug h a surprisingly large group of seniors live
in Dana (30), only the least fortunate juniors are
subjected to the supposed evils of the "hotel" .
Sophomores , who annually suffer during the room
draw , number 103 and an average 60 freshmen reside
here with more coming next semester. -Clearl y the
majority of Dana residents (m ore than 175) live, here
due to lack of choice.
. . . Ay. -:
One does have to wonder , thoug h, wh y the demand to live in Dana is so low, considering ,the rm- I
merous advantages. For example ," most rooms outside of Dana (on campus ) have only two or occas-.
sionally three outlets. The rooms in Dana , however , have five outlets , a whop ping forty per cent increase. Surely this fact far outwei ghs the triviality
that the curtains are the smelliest oh campus ; The
rooms in Dana also have the best closet/drawer
space on campus. One resident even stated that of
all the rooms on Mayflower Hill , Dana 's are the only
ones that can hold all of her clothes. The ' drawers
are so extensive that she can fit all of her sweaters
into the two bottom drawers. The walls are highly
soundproof even if they do put .bumps in posters.
What of the single most important conrfdrt of
college life — the bed? Dana is the only residence
that can make the significant boast of having box
springs accompany ing the mattresses , an important factor when considering how much time a
student spends in bed.
^
THe mirr ors in the rooms are also significant ;
they are the largest on campus, and they are located oyer the bureaus instead of behind the .closet
doors , which allows maximum visibility; Dana is
also one of only three dormit ories with phpnes in
¦ ' ;> ¦
every room.
The bathrooms , when functioning, are extremel y adequate in proporti on to the population
of the floor. There is hoWeyer i only one bathtub
per sex, per floor , the cause of some complain t, but
the showere are rated "yery jgood" . It was rioted
that some people come from across campus to take
very suitable for
showers m Dana beca^
co-ed cleansing ". The maids keep the bathrooms
relatively clean , a reassuring fact on Monda y morn ,
; " :.. , . ¦; ~ ^ 7' ->;; K^v ' ;. '
ings. : •
Is Dana quiet? The best answer received was
that it is better than last year. It should be noted ,
thou gh, that no.dorm that size can be very quiet.
One resident stated that "in general , quiet hours
are observe d except for tha t one ass who plays his
stereo until two every morning. '! Evidently, this
same guy must h've over several rooms. At any
rate, the ceilings are not as sound proof as the walls.
Dana does have some disadvantages , like an y
other dorm on campus. There arc drily four washing machines , and only one dryer for every 67 an d
5/8ths students. However , it should be kn own that
at three am any Wednesday there are always at
least one free washing machine and dryer. One
other minor disadvantage is the dining hall , which
is the largest on campus. Most refer to it as a zoo,
and that is perhaps a eup hemism. Once one gets
used to getting his-or her glasses before obtain ing a
tray , getting napkins last , and eatjng with at least
two hundred other people at any given time , it
really isn 't so abnormal . Incid ently , if one sits within seven and a half feet of either of the two mammo i
loudspeakers , one can enjoy the top forty hits
while dini ng.
Dana 's locati on , although bordering on being " <
the other side of cam pus", is one of th e closet to Lov
joy of all residence s, allowing students to leave for
class an estimated avera ge of 1.36 minutes late r than
residents elsewhere on campus. ;; When the new infirmary is finished, the Dana student may get sick as
late as 7:51 aim and still be first in line at sick call
wherea s the student s from ATO may get ill no later
than 7:43 am , In fact , Dana will provide an estima ^
ted 43.42 per cent of all the new Infirmary 's patien ts ,
including all those that "drop in" on their way to
and from classes. .
Alth ough not one of the most aesthetically
appealing examples of architechture on campus ,
Dana should impro ve with age, certainly once the
ivy hides the new brick and the fire escapes rust a
little. At any rate , it will be onl y k mat ter of time
before the neo-Howard J ohnson 's look vanish es,
Dana certainl y cannot be ranked number one 0'
residen ces on ,campus , but It ;w piild be u'n .»ir to iran k
it last. After all , at least one student interviewed actually liked it: "Wha t Dana lacks in location , it gaim
in luxury. But , that 's not entirely true now that I

